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INTRODUCTION
The proposed Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS) will be
responsible for the transmittal of Shuttle-based payloads between low
orbit and geosynchronous orbit. The SEPS will be a reuseable vehicle
powered by accelerated mercury ions. The mercury propellant will be
contained in spherical tanks. Propellant orientation within the tank
will be controlled by a neoprene expulsion bladder; propellant feed to
the ion engines will be maintained by insertion of freon pressurant
into the ullage space between the tank and the expulsion bladder. The
mass of the mercury will be a very significant portion of the total mass
of the spacecraft. It is, therefore, apparent that this high mass frac-
tion cannot be ignored and its dynamic characteristics must be investigated.
This study obtained the equilibrium shapes, vibration modal properties,
and mechanical equivalent slosh models for the mercury and bladder for five
fill conditions and two acceleration levels.
21. SCOPE
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this report is to document the investigation performed
under contract NAS8-29944, "Finite Element Analysis of Mercury Slosh in
the Solar Electric Propulsion Stage".
1.2 Scop.
This report documents the dynamic characteristics of the system of
spherical tank/hemispherical expulsion bladder/mercury propellant. The
static equilibrium shape corresponding to various ullage and gravity con-
figurations was established. The finite-element approach was ap-
plied to different fill conditions in different gravity fields to evaluate
the lateral sloshing mode shapes and frequencies. The resulting mode
shapes and frequencies was used to define a spring-mass mechanical
analog that describes the sloshing phenomenon. Computer programs for the
equilibrium shape and vibration analysis including the modeling were
developed.
1.3 Summary
The static equilibrium shapes of the neoprene bladder have been es-
tablished corresponding to various ullage and gravity configurations under
specified boundary conditions. The hemispherical bladder is taken to be
attached at the diametral plane of the sphere with zero relative slope.
With these shapes, the spherical tank with bladder and mercury has been
modeled as an assemblage of finite-elements. The properties of these ele-
ments have then been calculated using a linear displacement field. The
dynamic characteristics were obtained to be used to define a mechanical
analog which will reproduce the sloshing phenomenon of the system. The
computer programs for the static free surface and vibration analysis have
been checked out.
2. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The problem was approached in two distinct steps.
(1) Establish the static equilibrium shape.
(2) Using the free surface shape from (1), model the system as an
assemblage of finite elements and obtain the mode shapes and
frequencies. Further define a mechanical analog for the system.
32.1 Static Equilibrium Shape - The method comprises of deter-
mining the total energy of the system in terms of the variables involved
and minimizing the total energy for the stable equilibrium state under
the given constraints. This is outlined below. However, it is to be
pointed out here that the idealized case here is for an infinitely long
cylinder and the feeling being that the static free surface for this
case will be close -to the actual case of spherical tank.
Figure 1
The equation for the circle (with origin at center)
Taking the origin at bottom point
(2)
Introducing w(y) in the expression
) O)' = (4)
The plus sign represents the upper point of the sphere and the negative
sign the bottom and hence,
(]) LR;JR- Co(4) (5)
An assumption is made here that w(y) may be expressed in terms of a
power series:
Substituting for w(y) from equation (6) in equation (5),
The stretching in the membrane strip of length s measured along the
curved shape is u(s). It is assumed that
S@) - 65 (8)
Therefore,
4 -1L (9)
That is, 6 is the strain in the membrane.
The total potential of the assumed configuration will now be calcu-
lated. They are:
(i) Bladder strain energy in bending:
J, EA6
P (10)
where: dVB = strain energy in bending
E = modulus of elasticity for the bladder
I = moment of inertia
dS = length
p = radius of curvature
Further
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Therefore, equation (10) can be rewritten as
-V El P__ (12)
It can easily be seen that
+to C t (13)
Substituting from (13) in (12)




where: h = thickness of the bladder
(ii) The strain energy dud to membrane action:
dVM  Ikstress),(strain) h dS
Resulting in
where =straineney due to membrane action(16)
where VM strain energy due to membrane action.
(iii) Fluid gravitational potential energy:
dV c~ci.C." P.~4(~X-. 1 )/ (17)
Simplifying,
o o
where: p= mass density of the fluid
g = acceleration due to gravity
xB = as shown in Figure 1
Vg = gravitational potential energy
(iv) Work done by ullage pressure:
dW = p.dV (19)
where: p = ullage pressure
Therefore, virtual work by ullage pressure due to virtual change in w,
fVJ (20)
o
where: Sw = virtual change w
SW = virtual work
Substituting for "4 from (6) in (20),
(21)
as
W W (a 0 , al, a2 , . . . . . . . . , aN,) (22)
SW Zr23 w .St" -4__'2 Y K(23)
'f D n et(,
7The comparison of equations (21) and (23) reveals,
mv'a _ i" (24)
for i = 0, 1, 2, ... , N
and'
"6 _(25)
In the present case, the system may be treated as conservative for a
particular time, and therefore
V = -W (26)
where: V = is the total potential energy of the system
W = work function
Substituting in equation (24),
_ (27a)
and
5 * 0 (27b)
under the boundary conditions of
,7 =0
where: 2K = given ullage volume
and
V = B + VM + Vg (29)
Assembling the expression
4 ' 22
8The equation (30) has to be expressed in terms of ai's and
it ) rsp e -ai' (nd b r tR - pa,' it (31)=(31)
Z -
SO= - (32)
2 Z 3/Z A] 2
-X (33)= .
Substituting from (31), (32) and (33) in equation (30) and differentiating
with respect to ai's and b respectively and comparing with (27a) and
(27b),
+i., EX (i(x)j Yf, -'. 1) dX I (V+iz.L)Ao (34a)
+ EAiriZ 2 j.(4!;:tZCI A3 ))4
and +
0 = e2s.. (34b)
for i = 0, i, 2,/...., N
Under the auxiliary ,onditions of
LJ(o) -0
~eak
Finally, the equations of the system are
.E " . • -
and
C £Jh+ f=(37)






In general, the equations can be written as,
' j.A Jj (40a)
+ f T + thy 0
for n = 1, 2, ..... , N+1
F 1 4 -A,6 0 (40b)
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for n = N+2





The system of equations (40), i.e., (40a), (40b) are to be solved under
conditions of (40c) for qi with iterative approach. Denoting (Fn),
where s stands for iteration step, (Fn)o stands for initial assumption,
(Fo (A) +- (41)
In general, therefore,
( 1 a 09+,(<), (42)
where n = i, 2, ..... , N+2 and m = 1, 2, ... , N+2 (separately).
Rewritting the equations (42) in matrix form:
F -t' 41-
Fz A
I - I I --- - .1 , (43)
The various terms involved in the matrix are as follows:
+ (f1 ')1f r-,) (v-)z* -() (x *Ax) F- (-2) " l)
for n = 1, 2, ..... , N+I and m = 1, 2, ..... , N+1 (separately)
and
for n = 1, 2, ..... , N+l and m = N+2 (separately)
Also
L Et (44c)
for n = N+2 and m = 1, 2, ..... , N+1
and
for n = N+2 and m = N+2
Recalling equation (13), the arc length can be written as
J-0 ° Z' 1(45)
Assuming the bladder to be attached at the diametral plane, the original
length of the arc is
t= fR (46)
Therefore, b can, now, be defined as
= - (47)
Thus, the system of equations (40a), (40b), (40c) and (47) are to be
solved simultaneously with an iterative approach. This is accomplished
in the computer program
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2.2 Vibration Analysis - Vibration analysis of structures having
a large number of degrees of freedom is an ever present problem. Digital
computer oriented techniques are primarily restricted by core size and
computer time. Consequently, economically feasible eigenvalue/eigenvector
techniques are needed for large size structural systems.
However, for a large size structural system, if one is interested
in a relatively small number of modes, Rayleigh-Ritz technique appears to
have the advantage over the others. In this method, essentially a large
problem is reduced to a smaller problem for the range of interest only.
The solution is obtained as a linear combination of assumed linearly in-
dependent mode shapes.
The method consists in using the assumed mode shapes initially,
which reduce the number of generalized coordinates used and then, by an
iterative procedure, these modes are improved until they converge to the
normal vibration modes of the structure.
2.2.1 Rayleigh-Ritz Technique - The iterative Rayleigh-Ritz
method(l) is used to calculate the mode shapes and frequencies of the
system. This method is based on repeated application of the well known
Rayleigh-Ritz technique using improved mode shapes for each iteration.
This technique reduces the size of the system without degrading accuracy
in the desired frequency range. The technique is briefly described
here.
For a discrete coordinate model of a structure having n degrees of
freedom, the equations of motion can be written as
[MJ3 j ' 1 + k] t}C { o} (48)
where:
C X r= t) vector of discrete coordinate displacements,
LM] = mass matrix
CK] =.stiffness matrix
If a solution of the type (CX = X e 1t implying a simple
harmonic motion is assumed, equations (48)can be written as
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Equation (49) is recognized as a matrix eigenvalue problem of order n,
whose eigenvectors {J} are the mode shapes and whose eigenvaluesNG.J
are the frequencies. A complete sequence of trial vectors
L1~' ti, -f 31 (50)
which are linearly independent, is assumed. The displacement {2c} is
then expressed as a linear sum of the first "m" trial vector, that is,
= [- j jt ) (51)
Substitution of equation (51) into (49) and for multiplying by £ZT gives
([l - J40i ) {i} = (52)
where :
and [M] = [' 11 [1 (54)
Equation (52) is a matrix eigenvalue problem of reduced order "m" whose
eigenvectors are [, and eigenvalues are Eco . The solution of
equation (52) has the form
{' s = L'3 {(55)
where: VPa is the normalized coordinate vector. The eigenvalues,
t- , approximate the first "m" eigenvalues of the original struc-
ture. The associated approximate eigenvectors E[') of the original






The accuracy of the mode shapes j)] and frequencies CGQJ ob-
tained depends entirely upon the trial vector (I.] . If ([ contains
the true modal patterns, then the eigensolution forCy3 and ca~ are
exact. However, in general, that is not the case. Exact results can
be obtained for the first "m" modes of the structure if the trial vec-
tors [y do not have any contribution from modes higher than "m".
Thus, an improved set of trial vectors can be calculated by suppressing
the contribution of higher modes in approximate mode shapes. The pro-
cedure for suppressing the contribution of the higher modes is well
known; in fact, it is the basis of the Power or Stodola-Vianello' matrix
iteration method(2) of modal analysis. Here, however, the method is
applied to all modes simultaneously and is given as,
f[ [[N ["' 1i (58)
The solution is carried out for EZj , which is then used to repeat
equations (52) through (58) . The cycle can be repeated until all the
mode shapes EY] and frequencies Q2 have converged to within a pre-
scribed tolerance. Convergence is assured because the technique is
equivalent to a power iteration applied simultaneously to all modes.
Thus, the convergence theorems associated with the power method are
directly applicable. The role of the eigensolution (equation (52)
is to prevent all modes from converging on the lowest mode.
Associated with the iterative Rayleigh-Ritz technique are para-
meters that affect the convergence and hence computer time which will
be briefly discussed here. They are:
(i) the initial mode shapes assumed to start the iteration process,
(ii) the number of modes used,
(iii) the repression of higher modes, and
(iv) shifting.
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(i) Initially Assumed Mode Shapes - The choice of initial mode
shapes plays a very important role in the success of the technique.
Inherent with the initial mode shape selection are two basic problems:
(1) modes may be missed, and (2) the triple product [f[i] [1z T][C]r E
may be ill-conditioned if the columns of [Z] are not-sufficiently inde-
pendent. It does not appear that there is a way to guarantee that the
above two conditions will be met with any selection of [Z , however,
the chance of them occuring can be minimized with some judicious selec-
tion of the vectors. Without proof or discussion, it is to be pointed
out here that if the elements of the vector or of matrix [ZI are randomly
generated, it has been found that the chances of the above two conditions
being violated is very remote.
(ii) Number of Modes Used - An increase in the number of modes
used will, in general, decrease the number of iterations required for
convergence. However, if more modes are used, the computer time for
each iteration will increase because of the increase in sizes of the
matrices used; hence, there is a tradeoff.
(iii) Repression of Higher Modes - As pointed out earlier, exact
results can be obtained for the first "m" modes of the structure if the
trial vectors in [Z] do not contain any contribution from modes higher
than "m". Generalizing, it can be said that an improved set of trial
vectors can be calculated by suppressing the contribution from the higher
modes in the approximate mode shapes at each step. This is achieved as
follows.
The subscript j denotes the iteration number. If this iteration is
repeated sufficient number of times, modes corresponding to the lowest
frequency will be reached. If this iteration is repeated too many times,
the mode will repeat itself in one or more columns of tZ] and will render
- If ? m ] r£ to be ill-conditioned.
Its use here is not to converge to a mode but just to repress the
higher modes and, hence, just a one time application is advisable.
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However, in this case [K-1l is required for which [K] has to be
non-singular. Thus, the technique can be applied only if [K] is not
singular or has been made such with some technique as described next.
(iv) Shifting - Shifting is an useful technique to speed the con-
vergence of modes whose eigenvalues are close to the shift value. As
an additional benefit of shifting process is the conversion of the
stiffness matrix (in case of a free-free structure) from singular to a
non-singular matrix. The method is as follows.
The eigenvalue problem is
Ck]41= 1 4 U 1 [Jte 1 (60)
where: different quantities carry their usual meaning.
Also, it has to be noticed that [K] may be singular. To introduce the
shift value, A , the following operation is performed. The quantity,
Afri] C4] is subtracted from both sides of equation (60). Thus
- A.J~iJ) £r] =C ~M] [4] (I~~.Ji.5  ))(61)
By definition
[1= [Z K- As[M3 (62)
and
Therefore, final equation is
This is now.the eigen-problem to be solved rather than (60). It is to be
noticed that KJ] is non-singular even if [K] was not.
The eigenvalues of the original system are easily obtained as
.. -I (65)
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The convergence will be to the lowest absolute value of - c. Thus,
shifting by a value, s , the eigenvalues, Ci_, around this shift
point are converged to first.
Some general remarks on Shift:
(a) Analysis of a Free-Structure - Because a free structure has
a singular stiffness matrix, the solution of the simultaneous
equations in the iteration loop is not possible. However, the
shift technique alleviates the problem.
(b) Specific Frequency Range - When a shift value is used, the
modes with eigenvalues closest to the shift value will con-
verge first, which enables one to obtain the modes in the
desired frequency range only.
(c) Large number of modes - By repeated use of different shift
values, any number of modes can be obtained.
(d) The following observations are made without discussion.
(i) If the lowest eigenvalues in the range C , G, ....... , ,
are needed, a shift value of zero should be used for a restrained
structure and one for a free-free structure.
(ii) If the modes are needed in an intermediate range, a shift
midway between the lowest and the highest expected eigen-
values should be used.
2.2.2 Mass and Stiffness Matrices - The iterative Rayleigh-Ritz
analysis subroutines require as input mass and stiffness matrices of a
structure. To reduce engineering time required to perform an analysis,
subroutines were included to calculate mass and stiffness matrices for
general standard structural elements. The basic idea behind the sub-
routines for mass and stiffness is outlined here for continuity.
Mass and stiffness matrices of the complete structure.(fluid and
bladder) are calculated using finite-element approach. In this approach,
a continuous structure (fluid and bladder each separately) is assumed to
be composed of simple, small structural elements - the so called finite
elements - such as tetrahedron, pentahedron, triangular plates, quadri-
lateral plates, etc. The procedure to obtain the finite-element mass and
stiffness matrices is based on kinetic and strain energy principles,
respectively.
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The kinetic energy for a complete structure may be expressed as
ir Y fffe P Y,). dxdyc L (66)
where: T = kinetic energy
. = mass density
= time rate change of deflection
t = time
x,y,z = global coordinates
The difficulty in integrating equation (66) is expressing the deflection
' (x,y,z,t) as a continuous function over the complete structure. In the
finite-element approach, however, this apparent difficulty is circumvented
by idealizing the structure to be comprised of many small structural ele-
ments for which S (x,y,z,t) can be expressed as a continuous function.
Thus, the expression (66) is valid for each of the finite-element of the
structure. Then the kinetic energy of the structure is the summation of
the kinetic energies of each of the finite elements, that is,
T = (j Ti  (67)
where i refers to one particular finite element "i".
The common junction of finite elements is denoted as panel points, nodes
or joints. Now, however, the deflection r (x,y,z,t) is easily expressed
as a simple function of the joint deflections. These element joint de-
flections are then generalized coordinates or degrees of freedom of the
complete structure.
The approach is to derive the mass matrix for finite-element, "i",
in a convenient local coordinate system and then transform it to the
Global coordinate system. The technique is outlined here:
where -~1 L = the mass matrix in the local coordinate system for the
ith element. This mass matrix is obtained by integra-
tion using an assumed displacement function. The
discussion is deferred till later.
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'Lt$ the time rate of change of the joint deflections of
finite-element, "i". This is in local system.
The deflections in the local coordinate systems are related to deflections
in the global coordinate directions by a transformation matrix, [ E
Thus
r (69)
where ,) = the joint deflections of finite element, "i", in
the global coordinate system.
Using equation (69) in equation (68)
-~ S 4(*4 [1 ] [r~t) (70)
where [ = [ [~ (71)
is the mass matrix with respect to the global coordinate system for the
ith finite-element. Further, all the elemental mass matrices are finally
assembled to give the mass matrix of the total structure, as shown in
equation (67).
The development of the finite-element stiffness matrices is similar
to that of the mass matrices. The strain energy for the structure may
be expressed as the summation of the strain energies of each finite
elements. That is,
*13= r k (72)
As was done for the finite-element mass matrix, the stiffness matrix for
finite-element, "i", is derived in a convenient local coordinate system.
Thus,
T
u, 2 [k e4,(, (7 3)
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where Ck the stiffness matrix with respect to local coordinate
directions for finite element, "i". This stiffness matrix
is obtained by integration using an assumed displacement
function. This will be discussed later.
= the joint deflections of finite element, i, measured in
local coordinate system.
The same transformation matrix, i]., which was used in equation *(70)
is used here to relate the deflections in local coordinates to deflec-
tions in global coordinates. Substitute then,
where
[k]jLJ = I[LJ (75)
is the stiffness matrix with respect to the global coordinate system for
the ith element.
Euler angle rotations at some joints (where the body coordinate is
needed to be different than that of the global coordinates) are input in
the program to allow the joint degree of freedom at these points to be
different than that of global x,y,z directions.
However, in case of fluid, there is another item to be taken care
of as far as stiffness matrix is concerned. This has to do with the
surface elements of the fluid. The item concerned is known as gravita-
tional potential. The energy contributed is known as the gravitational
potential. This is caused by fluid movement in the gravitational field.
Development of the gravitational potential stiffness effect is given in
Section 2.2.4.
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2.2.3 Stiffness and Mass Matrices in Local Coordinates (Solid
Element)
Mass Matrix (Triangular Element)
Om
./ ? btl O
Triangle Plate Membrane Triangle Bending Triangle
Element Plate Element Plate Element
Figure - 2
The consistent mass matrix for a triangle plate element are calculated
as a combination of the two following elements.
(i) consistent mass matrix for a membrane triangle plate element,
(ii) consistent mass matrix for a bending triangle plate element.
The elements of tAe mass matrix for the membrane triangle plate element
represent the distributed mass properties of the triangle. These matrix
elements are calculated by assuming a quadratic displacement field(3).
The elements of the mass matrix for the bending triangle plate element
represent the distributed mass properties of the triangle. These matrix
elements are calculated by assuming a cubic displacement field (4).
Stiffness Matrix: (triangular element)
The stiffness matrix for the triangle plate element is calculated in
the same manner as the mass matrix and the technique and displacement
fields are exactly the same.
Mass Matrix (quadrilateral element)
Figure 3
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This mass matrix is calculated by taking the average of the four over-
lapping triangles created by the diagonals (1.3) and (2.4). The triangles
are handled as discussed before. Thus, the quadrilateral case is nothing
but a combination of triangular case.
Stiffness Matrix (quadrilateral element)
This is handled in exactly same fashion as the mass matrix case.





The basic fluid element is a tetrahedron; pentahedron elements and
hexahedron elements are synthesized, simply by placing six and ten
overlapping tetrahedrons together respectively and averaging the result.
The averaging is carried out to eliminate the bias, if any.
For each tetrahedron element, a local cartesian coordinate system
is defined so that vertex 1 is the origin, the x-axis includes vertex 2,
vertex 3 lies in the x-y plane and vertex 4 always has a positive Z-
coordinate (figure above).
This element considers a linear displacement field (constant strain).
This is boundary conformable. The displacement field throughout the
element is expressed in terms of coordinate locations and appears as
7 + f2(76)
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The coefficients ik(t), K = 0, 1, 2, 3 are eliminated in terms of the 12
vertex displacements.
The mass matrix for the fluid elements is obtained by expressing the
kinetic energy
2 L&r d O(77)
where: T = kinetic energy
S= mass density
This gives rise to a (12x12) mass matrix.
The stiffness matrix for the fluid element is obtained by expressing
volumetric dilatation strain energy and gravitational potential energy in
terms of vertex displacement coordinates
/.fk 8 d (78)
where UD = volumetric dilatation energy
U = gravitational potential energyg
k = fluid bulk modulus
0 = volumetric strain
n = unit outer normal
e = a unit vector parallel with the gravity vector g, but of
opposite sense, i.e., e = -g/g
An observation is made with respect to the gravitational potential energy
as expressed in (79). Since it is a boundary conformable element, the
surface integrals such as (79) will all cancel each other throughout the
interior of the fluid in a container, since n on common element boundaries
is equal and opposite. Thus, the gravitational potential energy will de-
pend only on displacement coordinates at the boundary of the entire volume
of the fluid, the free surface, the wetted container wall and also, in
this case, the bladder. Also, for a rigid tank, I - n is non-zero only at
the free surface where e = ff; thus,
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Stiffness coefficients corresponding to gravitational potential
and volumetric strain energies are thus derived.
2.3 Mechanical Equivalent - The mechanical equivalent in this case has
been calculated on the following basis. The forces and moments developed
by the model due to an external disturbance should correspond to the
forces and moments exerted by the fluid under similar conditions.
Since any arbitrary liquid motion can be thought of as superposition
of different slosh modes it suggests itself that the mechanical equi-
valent must consist of a series of spring mass systems, the masses
corresponding to the effective amounts of liquid oscillating in different
slosh modes. The frequencies of the mechanical equivalent must correspond
to the frequencies of the elastomer for the mode they represent. However,
to account for the part of the fluid that does not take part in the motion,
one may also add a mass without a spring.
A short definition of the mechanical equivalent is as follows:






: discrete mode shapes,
- : rigid body transformation matrix,
6: discrete base accelerations (6 degrees of freedom),
: modal damping,
t : frequencies,
7 : mass matrix
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The base reactions to support a given modal accelerations are
{F I Z: IT].H (82)
Noting that
c<' {J [TI1 1%l (83)
Substituting from(83) in(82)
[T][ [T] iici4 (84)
where the proportionality parameter is a function of frequency.
The product
IT l [Ij1 [][T] is a (6x6) matrix, in
general, for a given mode. This may be called a matrix of forces and
moments. The equivalent slosh parameters can be interpreted as shown
in the following sketch.
where k: effective stiffness
an: effective slosh mass
x: distance of line of action from the reference point.
The reference point is the same as the reference for the rigid body
transformation.
This equivalent model is only valid for loads at the reference
point. This may not be used for getting any detailed information
concerning what is happening inside the elastic system.
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In this particular case, the final product is a matrix (3x3). The
term (2,2) is the slosh mass in the y-direction and the ratio of terms
(2,3) and (2,2) is the distance x. It should be noted that 3E may be
outside the tank boundary. The slosh mass and x are printed out in the
computer run. The slosh stiffness is the frequency squared because the
modal displacements are normalized such that the generalized mass is
unity. To obtain the mechanical equivalent slosh parameters of the pre-
ceding sketch, only y-translation and 8z rotation need be considered in
the rigid body transformation matrix T . Thus, the general 6x6 slosh
matrix is a 2x2 matrix for the particular case considered here. The
1,1 term is the slosh mass in the lateral y-direction.and the ratio of
terms (1,2) and (1.1) is the distance x. It should be noted that 1 may
be outside the tank boundary. The slosh stiffness is the slosh frequency
squared time the slosh mass, 2 ms'S•
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3. MODEL
The modeling of the system is achieved in two distinct parts. First,
the static free surface of the fluid/bladder system, within the constraints,
is established (refer to 2.1). This static free surface is subsequently
used in modeling the total system as an assemblage of finite-elements for
vibration.
3.1 Finite Element Model of the Sy§tem - This is an axisymmetric sys-
tem. The system thus can be subdivided into four quadrants, 1, 2, 3 and 4,
as shown in the figure. Quadrants 2, 3 and 4 are reflected on to quadrant
1 with the following technique whereby the analysis of only one quadrant is
necessary for the dynamic analysis of the total system. This renders the
problem relatively small as far as sizes of the matrices are concerned.
Quadrant 2 Quadrant 1
Quadrant 3 Quadrant 4
Figure 5. Quadrants and Coordinates Systems
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x y z is the global coordinate system (right handed)
xb y~ zb is the so called body coordinate system (right handed)
The global and body coordinate system systems are t o different coordinate
systems related through the Euler rotations. The global system remains
fixed but the body coordinate system varies for different points.
The global system is used for interior fluid and the body coordinate sys-
tem is used on the boundary. The use of body coordinate system on the
boundaries makes the handling of the boundary condition easier. The body
coordinates are shown in the figure for a few important points. The re-
flections of quadrants and the derivation of the Euler angles are discussed
in the following pages.
3.2 Reflections of Quadrants 2, 3 and 4 on Quadrant 1 for
Lateral Slosh - For the case of lateral slosh and the excitation direction
a simple relationship between q's of different quadrants are as follows.
Figure 6
Lateral Slosh (Interior Points)
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where: u, v and w are the velocities in the global x, y and z directions.
and a: a typical point in quadrant .1 (on the boundary)
b: a typical point in quadrant 2 (on the boundary)
c: a typical point in quadrant 3 (on the boundary)
d: a typical point in quadrant 4 (on the boundary)
q's: local coordinates
A: a typical point in quadrant 1 (interior)
B: a typical point in quadrant 2 (interior)
C: a typical point in quadrant 3 (interior)
D: a typical point in quadrant 4 (interior)
(85)
14
--I I I 3 (86)
2 1
-,. I I I (87)
(86)




There exists a relation between q's and global coordinates. They are
(writing them in terms of their velocity or displacement components)
q (90)
$2 (91)
Recognizing the relations (88) and (89))the other quadrants relations
are not followed through any further. From relations (85) and (91) the
relation between the degrees of freedom of quadrants 1 and 2 for interior







If the boundary degrees of freedom were also in the global comparison
system, the same transformation could be applied to them. But as the
situation stands, they are in the body coordinates system which in
general will have a different transformation than [T2 1]
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4. RESULTS
The results of the study has been obtained in three distinct steps.
They are: (1) Static Equilibrium Shape, (2) Vibration Analysis and,
(3) Equivalent Slosh Mass for Dynamic Characteristics of the System.
The static equilibrium shapes obtained in the first part are fed into
the second part for establishing the grid pattern for finite-element
analysis of the system.
4.1 Static Equilibrium Shapes - The technique used for this has
been discussed in Section 2.1. A computer program has been developed
for this purpose which is listed in Section 7.
The static equilibrium shapes for fill conditions of 80%, 60%, 50%,
40% and 20% for ig case have been obtained using the available computer
program. However, for the case of 10-5g conditions, only fill ratios of
80% and 60% have been successfully run through the program. The other
cases of 50%, 40% and 20% were extrapolated from available results.
This was achieved with the help of graphical representation between the
percentage fill and the coefficients of the power series, assumed for
the static surface, see Figures 11G through 14G. The graphical repre-
sentations of the static free surface and the coefficients are presented
in Figures iG through 14G.
The values of other parameters used in all of these are:
(i) Radius of the sphere = 8 inches (20.32 cm)
(ii) Young's modulus for the bladder material = 200 ib/in 2
(1.378951x106N/m2)
(iii) Thickness of the bladder = 0.06 inches (0.1524 cm)
(iv) Mass density for mercury = 0.0013 lb/in/sec 2 (0.00059 Kgm)
(v) Ullage pressure = 0.10 ib/in 2 (689.48 N/m2)
and the assumptions made are:
(vi) Bladder attachment level = diametral plane
(vii) Order of the polynomial = 4
Figures 11G through 14G may be used to establish the coefficients
which define the static free surface for any gravity and any percentage
fill without making any more computer runs.
33
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4.2 Vibration Analysis - The iterative Rayleigh-Ritz technique used
to calculate the vibration mode shapes and frequencies has been described
in Section 2.2.1. The computer subroutine "YMODE2" used to calculate these
modal values already exists at the MSFC computer center and is, thus, omitted
from the .program listings of Appendix A2.
The calculated vibration mode shapes were used in the calculation of
the mechanical equivalent slosh parameters which are given in Section 4.3.
The calculated vibration frequencies are listed in Section 4.3.
4.3 Mechanical Equivalent Slosh - The technique used to calculate the
mechanical equivalent slosh parameters has been described in Section 2.3.
The computer subroutine '"ECHEQ" used to calculate these parameters is in-
cluded in Appendix A2.
A great deal of difficulty was encountered in the identification of
the slosh modes among the many vibration modes calculated. It was decided
to identify as slosh modes those modes having the largest slosh mass. The
following tables give the slosh frequencies, masses, stiffnesses and attach
stations. It should be noted that numerical precision of the computer






f Mass Stiffness Attach Station (R)
(H) ib-sec/in ib/in in
1.0756 .0037 .1690 4.2
1.0828 .0022 .1018 10.0
1.0946 .0002 .0104 6.8
1.1193 .0001 .0044 8.9
1.1235 .0014 .0698 5.0
1.1337 .0011 .0558 6.2
1.1709 .0008 .0411 1.5
1.2429 .0180 1.0978 6.0
1.2471 .0014 .0860 4.3
1.2640 .0250 1.5768 3.9
1.3188 .0130 .8926 5.7
1.3276 .0035 .2435 4.8
1.3709 .0120 .8903 5.1
1.4495 .0007 .0581 11.4
1.4625 .0003 .0262 8.4
1.4729 .0350 2.9976 3.7





f Mass Stiffness Attach Station (3)
(Hz) Ib- sec/in ib/in in
1.0805 .0008 .0350 22.7
1.1020 .0093 .4458 2.0
1.1284 .0660 3.3176 5.1
1.1384 .0002 .0112 7.3
1.1741 .0230 1.2516 7.7
1.1871 .0007 .0384 -3.8
1.2307 .0041 .2452 3.7
1.2355 .0550 3.3143 3.5
1.2412 .0240 1.4596 1.7
1.2647 .0830 5.2406 1.5
1.2748 .0056 .3592 -1.3
1.2764 .0420 2.7014 0.8
1.3093 .1400 9.4748 2.3






f Mass Stiffness Attach Station C)
l(z) ib-sec 2/in lb/in in
1.5270 .0003 .0285 -3.6
1.5692 .0062 .6027 10.2
1.5888 .0060 .5979 12.3
1.8572 .0002 .0245 -2.6
1.9030 .0180 2.5735 9.6
2.0489 .0160 2.6518 6.7





f Mass Stiffness Attach Station (C)
(Hz) Ib-sec 2/in lb/in in
1.0594 .0004 .0199 3.3
1.0988 .0001 .0028 -3.3
1.1035 .0210 1.0258 1.3
1.1071 .0008 .0397 5.0
1.1674 .0004 .0200 -2.8
1.2077 .0017 .0978 10.4
1.2184 .0001 .0068 35.6
1.2429 .0002 .0127 -0.3
1.2570 .0005 .0336 28.0
1.2705 .0001 .0072 25.0
A jump was made to higher frequencies
5.4081 .0003 .3938 37.2
6.0773 .0000 .0032 11.4
7.0748 .0000 .0000 -177.0
8.1944 .0004 1.0516 28.3






f Mass Stiffness Attach Station Ctx)
l(Hz) b-sec 2/in b/i in
1.1170 .0019 .0936 3.7
1.1209 .0060 .2971 3.1
1.1250 .0017 .0084 -0.4
2.6893 .0099 2.8272 1.9






f Mass Stiffness Attach Station (MR)
(l) Ib-sec 2 /in lb/in in
0.9374 .0390 1.3469 3.7
0.9803 .0055 .2080 1.0
1.1229 .0006 .0319 17.0
1.1420 .0022 .1151 -2.8
1.1697 .0023 .1235 9.6
1.2470 .0000 .0011 22.0
1.2914 .0012 .0823 9.4
1.3485 .6025 43.2559 7.7
1.3604 .3385 24.7301 7.3
1.3964 .0113 .8699 9.2
1.3967 .0064 .4940 3.4
1.4706 .0011 .0981 2.2
1.5501 .0037 .3546 4.6





f Mass Stiffness Attach Station Ci)
(Hz) 1b-sec/in lb/in in
0.9789 .0006 .0246 18.2
1.0190 .0033 .1334 5.4
1.0461 .0530 2.2743 6.4
1.1590 .0040 .2098 5.9






f Mass Stiffness Attach Station (2)
(HL) lb-sec 2/in Ib/in in
1.0629 .0008 .0380 -10.9
1.1177 .0180 .8636 -0.4
1.1392 .0043 .2197 -9.9
1.1759 .0095 .5195 0.7
1.1766 .0030 .1620 -2.8
1.2032 .0094 .5393' 0.3
1.2247 .0000 .0002 17.9
1.2859 .0030 .1972 -2.4
1.3917 .0000 .0039 5.0
1.3942 .0020 .1569 -2.6
1.3949 .0027 .2103 3.8
1.4356 .0030 .2431 -2.0
1.5645 .0003 .0320 -10.6
1.5788 .0022 .2118 2.8





f Mass Stiffness Attach Station C5)
(Hz) lb-sec2/in ib/in in
1.0036 .0038 .1519 -6.3
1.0191 .0001 .0021 -39.0
1.0238 .0006 .0212 2.9
1.0384 .0026 .1099 -8.7
1.0660 .0015 .0685 1.4
1.0973 .0010 .0475 17.7
1.1022 .0036 .1745 13.3
1.1441 .0001 .0078 42.9
1.1496 .0004 .0200 12.1
1.1772 .0045 .2457 2.9
1.1823 .0220 1.2059 9.4
1.2267 .0000 .0001 10.3
1.2270 .0008 .0471 0.7
1.2514 .0250 1.5727 3.6
1.2555 .0027 .1698 20.1
1.2879 .0060 .3929 4.7
1.3154 .0008 .0548 -0.8
1.3403 .0001 .0070 -3.5






f Mass Stiffness Attach Station (2)
(Hz) lb-sec/in lb/i in
1.0284 .0008 .0314 -4.9
1.0661 .0030 .1363 -2.6
1.1009 .0000 .0003 -2.07
1.1260 .0000 .0006 55.9
1.1440 .0012 .0615 2.0
1.1624 .0003 .0154 23.5
1.1703 .0017 .0939 1.1
1.1933 .0004 .0235 -9.7
1.2512 .0000 .0025 -48.5
1.3078 .0000 .0023 7.5
1.3175 .0052 .3592 -1.5
1.3381 .0019 .1320 5.2
1.3401 .0011 .0746 -10.1
1.3642 .0007 .0510 -29.8
1.4709 .0001 .0048 -67.8
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS*
It is felt that a significant contribution was made in this study
to the state of the art in finite element fluid analysis. As with all
new investigative analytical studies, review of the work performed re-
veals that although significant advances were made, several items that
should have been studied further or have been performed in a different
manner if time had permitted.
Several different approaches were developed and programmed to cal-
culate the static equilibrium shape of the fluid/bladder system. Most
of them did not perform satisfactorily due to the numerical or convergence
problems. Finally, being limited by the time available, a two-dimensional
representation - an infinite channel - was chosen for the representation
of the equilibrium shape as the only approach showing a reasonably good
convergence. A future effort should review this approach critically and
perhaps extend it to a 3-dimensional representation.
A second item that should be investigated is the use of double pre-
cision in the computer programs, particularly for the calculation of
vibration modal properties. This study pointed up the possible need for
double precision because a bladder with small modulus of elasticity was
used in the analysis. Thus, clear separation of the fluid slosh modes
from fluid circulation modes was clouded. In addition, use of low shift
values, 4 5 , (see Section 2.2.1) sometimes resulted in failure to de-
compose the dynamical matrix K --% CM] due to singularity. This is
obviously a computer accuracy problem.
The data generator computer subroutine, used to calculate jointX,
Y, Z locations, degree of freedom values, Euler angles, and finite element
joint numbers has some limitations which should be removed in future
studies. One of these limitations is the requirement for vertical radial
cuts. This was used to minimize user input but it became obvious later
that odd shaped elements resulted. A more general data generator should
be coded to allow more user control on the shape of the elements.
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The representation of the lateral slosh by a spring mass system has
been achieved on the assumption that the modes are completely uncoupled.
A detailed investigation of slosh 'equivalent modeling techniques should
be persued in this direction in a follow-on effort.
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7. APPENDIX
The analysis of the system is accomplished in two main steps. The
first is the static free surface definition and the second is the dynamic
analysis. The dynamic analysis program includes the automatic generation
of joint X, Y, Z values, degree of freedom numbers, Euler angles, element
joint numbers, calculation of mode shapes, and frequencies, mechanical
equivalent slosh mass and plots. A computer program has been developed
for these steps. A schematic flow chart is shown here for the system
analysis steps. The listing of the static free surface computer program
is given in Appendix A-i and that of Dynamic analysis computer program in
Appendix A-2. The important parameters input to the programs and subrou-
tines are explained in Appendices B-1 and B-2, respectively, using typical
input listings.
A brief summary of important subroutine functions are presented in
the following pages.
Brief Summary:
STATIC Free Surface DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
FREE SURFACE
'COMPUTER PROGRAM Coefficients 'COMPUTER PROGRAM'
SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE
'GNXYZ3' 'FINEL' 'MODES' 'MECHEQ' 'PLOT'
SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE




STATIC FREE SURFACE obtains the static free surface
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS obtains the dynamic characteristics of the
system (frequencies of mode shapes) : and the
mechanical equivalent
Summary of Subroutines (used in the DYNAMIC ANALYSIS Program):
GNXYZ3 input data for 'FINEL'
XYZEUL automatic generation of input for 'FINEL'
FINEL generates mass and stiffness matrices
FLUID generates mass and stiffness for fluid only
GRAVTY generates gravity contribution to stiffness matrix
TRNGL generates mass and stiffness for non-fluid triangular
elements
QUAD generates mass and stiffness for non-fluid quadri-
lateral elements
MODES obtains frequencies and mode shapes
MECHEQ obtains mechanical equivalent for the sloshing fluid
and bladder
PLOT plots the mode shapes for the mid-plane
Al-I
APPENDIX - Al
STATIC FREE SURFACE PROGRAM
PROGRAM SEPS (INPUT,OUTPUTTAPF;=INPUrTAPE6=OUTPUT) 004840
IMPLICIT DOUIJLE HRECISTON (A-H,O-Z) 004850
C 004860
DTMENSION F(lb), ,F00(15915) ( 1(~5b 5), ~rSV(1)), VFC(15), 004870
1 VEC (I(1'), )0(15), C11(15,15), C12(1t915)9 wORK(1i515), 004880
2 T(bi,b)), TT(15.15) CI.C2(lb,1),PLTLND(83),PLTOEP(83) 004890
C- 004900
FO!ITVALENCF (PLTINO ) (1), WOK() ( (PLTDEP(1)WUHK (84)) 004910
C- 004920
F Y T F R N A L FTIFT3,I3,FT4,FT59,T6,FT7 004930
C 004940
COMMON/LK 1/ E Th, RHO G r P H '', O 004950
C n MMU 0 N 0(15) 004960
C 004970
1001 FOPMAT ( I b 3)1 7. ) 004980
2001 FOPMATT(l1r115(/),2:)X,*MA 4xTMUM ITEVATIN, LIMIT NEACHED*)
200? FoM AT (IX, )20.10)
C 005000
DATA KQ/1/ 005010
nATA A/0.ODOO/9 rd/.0f00/9 EPS/I.UD-3J/ /20U.000/
DATA TH/O.060)0/, RH(I/O.001lJu0/ /O,8.0000/
OATA IN/16/, NC/4/ 005040
C- 005050
C VAZTARLES-
C- IN = NO. OF [NIErV.1LS FOR NUM IEICAL INTEORATION. 005060
C- A = LOWER LIMIT 005070
C- q - UPPER LI NT1 005080
C- No = ORDE OF THE POLYNO[IAL 005090
C- TH = THICKNESS OF THE kLAnfDL0k. 005100
C- F = YOUN(GS Mui)ULUS FOP) THE HL.4)ELP MATEHIAL. 005110
C- PRO = MASS DEiNSITY OF THE FLUIDI. 005120
C- G = ACCELERATI(ON )UEL ;PAVITY 005130
C- o = ULLAtE Pr <ESURE. 005140
C- R = RADIJs OF THE d AL. 005150
C- NC = f.O. OF CO,\iSTRAN f UATIO~TS 005160
C- tJV = ULLA'(E VOLJ4E 005170






C NO,nvPPCT (I5.3017. )
C-C- -----------------------------------------------------
C 005190
10 CpLI a', 005200
PF O(IU,1U OI) N 0)),,1 P PCT 005210
CLL 7 F (OF I 'K Kk v) 005220
CA L 7ER-.) (Cr(K 9 U,(.O) 005230
CA L ZEt RO (4rC. r,;41 , )) 005240
Pr = 2.0 - ASINJ(i.u) 005250
A1-2
ARCVAL = 1.00 * P1 * R / 2.U
IJV=O.5*(1.0-PCT)*PI*R**2
VFC (NC) = UV 005290
N1 = NO+1 005300
N? = NO + 2 005310
C- GFNFRATE THE MATkIX (C)0. 005320
C- FTPST ROn 005330
C(I,,1)=1.0 005340
on 130 J=1 NO 005350
130 C(1,J+1) = A**J 005360
C-. SECOND ROw 005370
C(P.1)=0. O 005380
S(?.2)=1.0 005390
00 135 J=2,NO 005400
135 C(,.J+I) = f**(J-1)*FLOAT(,J) 005410
C- THwRD PO 005420
C(,1) =0.0 005430
C(3,2)=1.0 005440
00 140 J=3,!. 005450
140 C(1,J)=O.O 005460
C- FOIURTH ROw. 005470
n0 145 J=1, l 005480
145 C(4.J) = (H**J) / FLOAT(J)
C 005500
CALL WRITE (C(NC, i12HCO,,< ) 005510
C- P DTITTION (C) TO .AKi (C11) AnJ (Cl?) 005520
C 005530
on 150 I=1,NC 005540
On 150 J=1,NC 005550
150 Cll(IJ)=C(IJ) 005560
N l = NC + 1 005570
N NI =N I -4C 005580
00 155 I=1,NC 005590
DO 155 J=1lNINC 005600
155 Cl?(lJ)=C(I,J+NC) 005610
CAL.L WRI1F (CIINC,NC,3HC11,pK0) 005620
CALL WRITE (C1 ,NCNIC3HC1d ,Kw) 005630
C- GFT (C11) INVERSE 005640
C^LL TNVI(ClIWOHKNCKO) 005650
CAl. WRITE (M~JiRKNCNC,6HC I INV,,K) 005660
C 005670
C- GFT (-Cl)INVjRSt_ TIMFS (Ci?) 005680
CAI L MULT (WO0K C129C 1C2,N CC C,NINC ,KQ* ,r() 005690
CALL 7ENOU (TKKQiKQOj) 005700
no 160 I=1,4 005710
00 160) J=1,NINC 005720
160 T(TJ)=-C1C2(1,J) 005730
n00 165 I=NCi,1 005740
TNC l=I-NC 005750
165 T(TINC1)=i.0 005760
CA[.L wRITE (T,l , 4NCI4,HTRANKo) 005770




C LL ZERO (Q KM i ,K~ )K 005790
CAL. L MULY ( WO) ,VEC 9 ( NC 1C,1 i.Ki ,K ) 005800
O(N2) = SIMPS(A, 9,i,,FTTTlDUM,IDUM)/ARCVAL - 1.0 005810
CAILL WRI TI (UNZ?, I 6HO( ) I)-I KO 005820
C 005830
C 005840
C- LOOP TO DETERMINE Q(I)-S. 005850
MM = 0 005860
100 CONTINUE 005870
CALL MULT(C,U,WORKNCN191 ,K KQ) 005880
C AL WRITE (WOHKtNC, I ,6HCONSTF?,r<o ) 005890
W4!TE(6,9000) MM 005900
2000 FORMAT(* ITERATIU NO. *913) 005910
MM = MM +1 005920
TF (MM.GT.50) GO TO 190
C- FOP THE FIRST N+1,F-S. 005940
nn 11n L = I.Nl 005950
1lr) F(I ) = SIMPS (A,9I,INFTIi_,Id UM) 005960
C- FoD THE LAST N+2 ND. F 005970
CA I WPITE (I ,NI,,l HFK Mg< ) 005980
C' CAI CULATE (DFD ) MATR1IX. 005990
DO 115 1=1,rN 006000
D) 115 J=11I 006010
115 FnO(IJ) = SiM~ l s,H,I ,,T3,1,J) 006020
00 120 1 = 1,NI 006030
DO 120 J = 1, 006040
12n nFn0(JI) = ODOO(IJ) 006050
CALL WRITE (0FD0*NN1.4HDF{)sK0) 006060
C , 006070
C- GFT (T) TRANSPOSL AND MULTIPLY 006080
[D) 170 I=1,NI 006090
nn 170 J=1ININC 006100
170 TT(JT) = r(I1 J) 006110
C 006120
Cal L MIJLT9 (ITqFi1INCalCl, qKUKOU 006130.
C- OnTAIN (T) TrANAj:PU:)SE x (OFD ) X (T) 006140
CALI RTArA (uFDQTN1,NI1NCKUKO) 006150
CA IE (FO ICNINC TTFT 006160
CAL I INVI (D)FU_, T .I N[NC,Kt) 006170
C a L MUL Iq (IT ,FrNINC,,IIC i 1 C u K ) 006180
C- ORTAIN DELTA-A2 006190
CAl I. ~11 ( F NINCF !\ l )( 2K) 006200
C 006210
C- GET DELTA-A. 006220
C 006230
CA l. MyUL (VF , t Ni rN C,1, , ) 006240
C 0062b0
CAL_ wRITE (Ji.,NI,i,.P.OAu) 0062b0
C 006270
C- (;FT Q(PNt.LFNT) = " (PFV IUJSli) 006280
C 00o290
f)() 171- T=i !,jl 006300
A1-4
175 Q(T) = Q(T) - !)(I) 006310
Q(N?) = ST 4PS(A,m,IN,FT7 ,ILJi" ,IIJM)/AP CVAL - 1.0 006320
C 006330
CALL wRITE (-'N2 Ni 5IN-S, K) 006340
WRTTE (692002) ( (I),I=1,N2)
C 006350
00 130 LL=1,NI 006360
IF (DAHS(0Q(LL)).GT.FPS) O TU 100 006370
100 CONITINUE 006380
C- PtnT FREE SUFACE SHAPE 006390
PITIND(1) = 9 006400
PIlTOEP(1) = 2*P 006410
PITINO(33) = 0.0 006420
PLTDEP(83) = 3.0 006430
DFI. = p / 80.0
X = A - JEL 006450
On 185 1 = 2,81
X = X + OFL 006470
P TIN fO(I) = X 006480
PILTnFP(1) = Z(X) 006490
185 CONTINUE 006500
PLTTND(8) =
P TIEP(8?) = LZ()
CALL wRITF(PLTINi.)o839,?96HSHA.-i ,03) 006510
r) TO 195 006520
190 WPTTE (6,2001) 006530
199 CONT hUE 006540
r TO 10 006550
E Ni 006560
f',OI;ILEPRECISION FUNCTION SIMi'S. ( W N,FNPIN T) 006570
IMPLICIT DOUHLE PRECISION (A-H,u-) 006571
C 006580
C- THT5 FUNCTION SUPPLIES TH- i'UMERICALLY INTEGHATE VALUE OF THF 006590
C- I ,TF(GRAN)* 006600
C 006610
COKMMON/RLK / E, TH ,NHOP ,rO 006620
C n O r m N 0(15) 006630
C 006640
C- A-0wFR LIMIT 006650
C- -i-HPPE LIMIT 006660
C- N-nO. OF INTE'VALS 006670
C- F-FUNCTION 006680
C- NP-GENERAL IZFO C()UROINfTE NUtM-iEk (AS TO wlHICri ONE IT IS) 006690
C 006700
C- INITTALI/F PRAE.TRS . 006710
TWn-= (B-A)/ ;, 006720
H4 = TwOIH/2.0 006730
SUkJ.END=O. 0 006740
SUw AM = 0.0 006750
C 006760
C- TwnH-INTEPVAL 006770
C- H--ALF INTERVAL 006780
Al-5
C- SUMMEND-SUM OF F(XI), I HFINC-EVEN EXCEPTING I=2N 006790
C- SUMMID-SUUP OF F(AI) , I HEINr, (00)0. 006800
C 006810
C- EVALUATE SUMEN AND SUMMI). 006820
ln I K = 1,N 006830
X=A+FLOA (K-1)*TOH 006840
SIljFN, = SUMEN + F(X,NPTNT) 006850
1 SUMmID = SUMMID + F(X+H,NPIrNT) 006860
C 006870
C- RFTURN ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE INIFGRATf. 006880




nrOJRLFPRECISIONr. FLUr CTIOni FTI(X.,NP IOU) 006930
IMPlICIT DOUbLE PRECISION (A-r-O-7) 006931
C- THTS FUNICTIO , DEFINES THE INTEGRANO FOR F-S rUN DISCRETE VALUES OF006940
C FOP DIFFERENT EQUATION rjJ:n ES COURFFSPONUING TO DIFFERENT (-S OR A006950
C NP = FOUATION NUMBER 006960
C. 006970
COMMON/-ILK1/ E THqRHO,,,PRiJO 006980
C n 0 N 1N ) 006990
C 007000
N? = NO + 2 007010
C 007020
IF (X , E . 0.0 .uR. N .LE-. ) 60 TO ' 007030
TFIOT] = -FLOAT((NP-1)*(NP-2)) *a **(NP-3) 007040
00 TO 10 007050
5 T IOT1 = 0.0 007060
10 rnT INIJUE 007070
IF (X .Eu. 3.0 .uR. NP .LE. 1) ( ) TO 15 007080
T L, OT2 = -FL)OAT(NP-i) * X**(,,,-) 007090
Gn TO 20 007100
15 TF OTP = 0.0 007110
20 CrONTINUE 007120
C 007130
TFP 1 = ( ( t. TH" *3 )/12. ) ( ( 1 + Z ( x ) ) ( 3 ) 007140
1 *(((1.(+ZP(A)**2)*(,DP(X))* TFLOTI) 007150
2 -(( 2.50)*(LZP(X)**?)*(ZP(A))* (FLUT2)) 007160
C 007170
T M2=(E* (N(i 2)**2*0 .5)*((( 1. +ZP(,)** )**(- U.5 ) 007180
1 *(ZP(X))* TFLOT2) 007190
C 007200
IF (X .Ed. 0.0) 60 TO ?5 007210
TFP '43 = (RHO*L)*Z(A)*(- (X**(N -1))) 007220
C 007230
TrPM4 = P*(X**(N,-1)) 007240
C 007250
GO TO 30 007260
2~ CO()rTINU 007270
TFM3 = j.0 007280
TP~M4 = 0.0 007290
C 007300OFIG POTA PQUALIS
o POOR QUALIry
Al-6




DOUqLEPRECISIUN FUNCTION FT2(X,NP,IDU) 007350
IDL.ICIT DOUHLE PRECISInN (A-H,O-Z) 007351
C- THIS FUNCTION DEFINES THt INTt(<AN FOUk 015CI-ETE FOR (NO+2) EQUA007360
C 007370
COMMON/ILK 1/ E, T R ,G, no 007380
C n M M U N ((1t) 007390
C 007400








DOlqLEPRECISION FUNCTION Z(X) 007490
IMPlICIf DOU8LE HRECISI1) (-H,o-Z) 007491
C- THTS FUNCTION DEFINE THE FUNCIION Z(X) AT D1sCRETE x. 007500
C 007510
ConM4ON/3LK/ F r i , o.HO,Gc,, o 9 R : 007520
C n M M 0 N 0(1t) 007530
C 007540
IF (R .E(Q. X) GO TO 5 , 007550
7Z (P**2-X**2)**0.5+k-W(X) 007560
GO TO 10 007570





DOI PLEPRECISION FUNCTTION (X) 007630
IMPLICIT DOU"LE PRECISION (A-H.0-1) 007631
C- THTS FUNCTION DEFINES w(A) AT nISC(ETF VALUE OF X. 007640
C 007650
C(OMMON/RLKl/ E TH9RH, OG, P, ,NO 007660
C 0 H M I) N 0(1) 007670
C 007680
NI = NO + 1 007690
W1 = 0.0 007700
IF (X ,EU. 0.0) 60 TO 1 007710
non 10 I=1 i 007720
10 wl=W1+Q(1)*X**(I-1) 007730
Go TO 0 007740
15 W1= W1 + 0(1) 007750
20 cONrT INUE 007760
W = wI 007770
C 007780
RF TU RN 007790
Al-7
ENn 007800
DOU'RLFPRECIsION FUNCTION ZP(A) 007810
IMPLICIT DOUHLF PRECISION ( A-,,O-Z) 007811
C- THTS FUNCTION DEFINES (Z) AT DISCRETE x. 007820
C 007830
COMMON/HLKL/ El TH H,O) , Hi( 007840
C 0 M M 0 N !j(1) 007850
C 007860
NI = NO + 1 007870
TcrMI=O. 007880
IF (X .E(. 0.0) () TO 15 007890
IF (R .EFj. X) GO TO 20 007900
fo 10 I=2.N1 007910
10 TFRPM1= TI M1+(u(1) X(I-2))*FLO [r(I-1 ) 007920
TFP,1=TF1 + X*( ~**2, ** - -0..'(.) 007930
GO TO 25 007940
15 TF ~Mi = '(2) 007950
0O TO 25 0079b0
20 CONTINUE 007970
00 30 I=2.N1 007980
30 TFQo = TER.I + (F(I) * X**(-i)) * FLOAf(1-I) 007990
P5 COMTINUJE 008000
C 008010
TFDM = -[FrAI 008020
C 008030




DOnI-LEPRECISION FUNCT ION 70Pl(x) 008080
IMPI. ICI r 0OUJ L. PRE- CIS (IO (_- 1,- ) 008081
C- THcS FUNCT TO'1 DEFINES (Z) FOH TbCrTE X. 008090
C 008100
C0.ON/ i 1/ , T riW O ! 008110-
C 1 M K i T0(I ) 008110




JF (X .EG. 0.0) .O T7 008170
IF (P .EW. X) GO TO 20 008180
nn00 10 I=.1 008190
10 TFPmI=TEr1 + (J ( I) *x (I-3) ) ~ i ( ( -1 ) - 008200
TFP m= TF R M I +(**-X *2) *(-0.) 008210
] + *i* *( **- **?) **(-1i.%) 008220
GO TO 25 008230
15 TFro l = .0 * 0(3) + (1. / f) 008240
Gn TO ? 008250
?2 CONTINUE 008260




30 TFPMI=TEFMI+( (I) *A**(I-3))*FLOAT((I-1)*(1- )) 008280
25 CONT INUE 008290
C 008300






rn U)O LEPRECISIO ' r ,C IO, FT3 > ,NP .~ ) 008370
IMPLICI OUOiJ, LF P .CTS I(N (-.r, -) 008371
C- THIS FUNCTIOr DEFJINES THE li-i-13iA) FUN OF()/i(.M) FOR DISCRETE X008380
C- =,V?---(NO+1) AND M=1 ----- (NO+1). IN lTir. MATNIX K IS THE ROW008390
C- An m IS THE COLUMN. 008400
C 008410
COMMON/BLKl/ EqH9RHavaC), H4J) 008420
C o M M 0 , ,4(15) 008430
C 008440
IF (X . U. 0.0 *,)R. < .L . ?) . T) 5 008450
TFI OTI = -FL)AT((N-P-i)*(N -2)) X* (NP-3) 008460
r.n TO 10 008470
5 TIOTI, = 0.0 008480
10 COMTINUE 008490
TF (x Fo.. 0.0 .u H. ,P .LE. ) 0 TO 15 008500
TFlOT2 = -F.OA T(NP-i) * *(r--2) 008510
(rn~ TO 20 008520
lr8 TF'I 0T = 0.0 008530
20 CONTINUE 008540
C 008550
NP = NO + 2 008560
C 008570
AI = 1.0 + ZP(X)**2 008580
I. = ZFP(x) 008590
ci = TFLUTI 008600
7 = DP(X)**2 008610
R8 = ZP(X) 008620
r? = 2.50 - ITFLiT2 008630
Al = ((1.0+Z)()**2)**(-0.50)) 008640
I3 = ZP(A) 008650
"3 = TFLuT? 008660
) = (1.i + ZP(X.)**2) **(-3.5,) 008670
AlA = 2.0 * ZP(A) "*DP(Ai) 008680
l1AM = PZDp()XM) 008690
AA = 2.0 * /LDP() * PZ/L0(X,) 008700
o04 = PZPJ(X9 ) 008710
aAl = -Zb(X) : ((I.u+Z(xI)P) *(-I.,G)) * HLZ(XM) 008720
R3IA = PZP(AXM) 008730
Dva = (-7.0) + ((1.0 'Z p)'?) ** (-4.50)) " ZP(X) * PZP(XM) 008740
C 008750
TF M1 = ((E*TH**3)/1.0) * 008760
1 * ((A*Ci* C ,,lAM) + (PiC1*' AIAM) - (A?*C2*P2AM) - 008770
S(20CA~eM)) + (41 ail*C1 - A2*H2*"C2) * iAM) 008780
C 008790
Al-9
T:'M? = (0. *0 *It *,(2)**2) ; 008800
I (.3C3j,.M + A3*C3*; ,jAA) 008810
C 008820
IF (X .E . 0.0) ) TO ;'2 008830
TFDM3= (RHO (*G)*(PZ(,, )-(-(- **(lP- ))) ) 008840
W) TO 30 008850
25 TFRM3 = 0.0 008860
C 008870




P r:'T I 001920
F1\n 008930
ltIqLEPR CJIQV1 I FU.JNCTjIO:'J T4(xNJP A) 008940
TAPL.ICIT DF)JO LF PHECISION (A-r,.-Z) 008941
C- THTS FUNCTION [)EFI SINTHAN), Fi OF(K)/UL() FOH DISCRETE X AND 008950
C K=] .2,--- (NO+i) AND I=NO+2 008960
C 008970
COMt.MON/3LK / E Th HO,' G ' O 008980
C O M M 0 tj 9(1) 008990
C 009000
Ni? = NO + 2 0090-10
IF (X .EJ. 0.0 .JH. N' .L.. ) (0) TU 15 009020
TF (ioT2 = -FPL U T( -1 ) K 2*(, -?) 009030
Gn TO 20 009040




TFPM=(F*HW*O(2+))*((I. 0+Z(A) J5)*(-.5)*ZW(A) * TFLOT2) 009090
C 009100
FT4 = T 009110
C 009120
p I JURN 009130
Fhin 009140
O ,RLEPHECIS11 U, rUNC T .I N F s( 0. ) 0 9150
IAPt. ICI r r)nI._E r-CECISIOt : (A:-- i.0-7) 009151
C- TT FLINCTION ULtFINNE IiTFGRAt: -F OiF(K)/) 1(M) FOK DLISCHETE X AN L009160
C- K=-?n*+O? A:'J) =s -- 4 . vO 009170
C 009180
C~O, O L E, H :, HO, ,-. ! 009190
C 0r) M U N .(i- ) 009200
C 00q210
NP = NO + ? 009220
TFro =(Ei*i o*( (i?)),( ) (C ~) (I J +/ x) ')*(-Oo ) 009230
1 *(d.? *Z) ( A * P .~ . ) ) ) 009240
C 009250





DnnIRLEPRLCISION FUNCTION FT6 x,N,) 009300
IMPLICIT DOtJLE ,-EC!STO' (4-h.-i) 009301
C- THIS FUNCTION DEFtINES INTF(.RA'J F, !)F(,)/)O(M) FOR OISCRETF x AN0009310
C- K=NO+2 AN,~Jf M=NO+' 009320
C 009330
COMMON/9L 1/ E-- I1, Hi- , p, N, IJ 009340
C 0 M . 0 (1) 009350
C 009360
TF m= (F* H) (1.J Z P( )**2) -( t. ) 009370
C 009380




001iPLEPR CISION FUNCTIOi i-'LO-'(:, )  009430
IMPLICIT DOHILE PR'CISION (A-H,U-?) 009431
C- THTe FUNCTION CALCULATES THE V ALd- OF 0(Z) Or( PLr'P FOR )ISCRETE X.009440
TIF (X .EU. 0.0) (,O TO 10 009450
i -  (M .GT. 2) GO TU 1i 009460
TFQM = 0.0 009470
Gn TO 15 009480
5 COI'TINUE 009490
TF M = -FLOAT((,-1)*(M-})) * X**(M-3) 009500
GO TO 1 009510
10 CONIYTI NUE 009520
TrF = 0.0 009530
IF (M .Ew. 3) TENM = -2.0 009540
15 CONTINUE 009550




0OIILFPREICISION FJNCTTO!4 P/P(x M) 009600
TMPLICIT DOiJdLE PECISIOf (-HrO-7) 009601
C- THTS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE VALUL F O (Z) Jr PZP(x) FOH DISCRETE009610
TF ( X .E,. 0.0) GO TO 10 009620
IF (M . T. 1) 60 10 5 009630
TF , = 0.0 009640
Gn TO 1S 009650
7 CrOT I U 009660
TF p p = -FLOAT(M-1) * X**('^-%) 009670
GO TO 15 009680
10 cn TINUE 009690
TFOM = 0.0 009700
IF (M .EU. 2) TE4 = -1.0 009710
15 r)OiTINUE 009720




nO,! LEPRECI'SION FUNCTION L2(A.M) 009770
TIMOL.ICIT PiR)!~U."LE -RECISION (A-rl,0-1) 009771
Al-11
C- THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE VALUE OF O(Z)URPZ(x) FOR DISCRETE X. 009780
IF (X .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 5 009790
TFPM = -(X**(M-1)) 009800
GO TO 10 009810
5 CONTINUE 009820
TFPM = 0.0 009830
IF (M .EQ. 1) TEkM = -1.0 009840
10 CnflTINUE 009850




DOORLEPRECISION FUNCTION F7(x,I0UM,JDUA) 009900
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 009901
C 009910
C- FIUNCTION TO EVALUATE ARC LENGTH OF DEFORMED 6LAODER 009920
C 009930







2001 FORMAT (9H1RUN NO. ,A6,A4X,s5HATt *A6/









SIRROUTINF MULT6 (AqHZNRANRRNCHKAKBZ) 000100
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 000110
DIMENSION A(KA,I)8bZ(KRZ,1) 000120
COMMON /LWRKVI/ W(40) 000130
C 000140
C MATRTX MILTIPLICATIuN. A * R = Z, 000150
C USES TWO WORK SPACES. RESULT (Z) IS PLACED IN R. 000160
C RZ MUST BE OIMENSIONE0 LARGE ENOUGH IN MAIN PROGRAM TO CONTAIN THE 000170
C LARGER OF H OP Z, 000180
C CALLS FORMA SUHROUTINE ZZO8m.. 000190
C THE. MAXIMUM SIZE IS 000200
C NOR = 40 000210
C DEVELOPED BY CARL BHULEY. jANUARY 1965. 000220
C LAST PEVISION BYf L WOHLEN. JULY 1472. 000230
C 000240
C SURPOUTINF ARGUMLNTS 000250
C A = INPUT HATRIX. SIZE(NR,N4). 000260
A1-12
C 87 = INPUT MATRIX. SIZE(NR9,NCH). 000270
C = OUTPUT RESULT MATkIX. SIZL(NRNCB). 000280
C NRA = INPUT NUMBER OF ROWS OF RATRICES A,Z. 000290
C NRB = INPUT NUMBER OF ROWS OF MATRIX Re COLS OF MATRIX A. MAX=40. 000300
C NC8 = INPUT NUMBER OF COLS OF MATRICES dZ. 000310
C KA = INPUT FOW DIMENSION OF A IN CALLING PROGRAM, 000320
C KRZ = INPUT ROw DIMENSION OF HZ IN CALLING PROGRAM. 000330
C 000340
NERROR=1 000350
IF (NPB.GT.40 .OR. NRA.GT.KRZ .OH. NHR.GT.KHL) GO TO 999 000360
C 000370
DO 40 J=19NCB 000380
DO 20 K=1NRR 000390
20 W(K) = BZ(KJ) 000400
DO 40 I=1,NRA 000410
S 0. 000420
DO 30 K=19NRB 000430
30 S = S + A(I,K)*W(K) 000440
40 B7(TgJ) = S 000450
RFTURN 000460
C 000470
999 CAL. ZZBOMR (bHMULTB ,NERROH) 000480
FN 000490




C CONTrO A COMPUTER HUN AFTER AN ERROR "ESSAGE HAs BEEN ENCOUNTERED 000540
C IN ANY OF THE FURMA SUBROUTINES. 000550
C ON THF CDC bO000 SERIES COMPUTER THIS INVOLVES ... 000560
C (1) PRINT ERROR MESSAGE, INCLUDING SU$NAM AND NERROR, IN PRINTOUT,000570
C (2) PRINT ERHOR MESSAGE INCLUDING SUHNAM ANU NERROR, IN DAYFILE. 000580
C (3) CALL TO NON-EXISTANT ROUIINE TO CAUSE ABNUORMAL 000590
C STOP AND TRANSFER TO THE ExIT CARD. 000600
C CODED RY RL WOHLEN. SEPTEMBER 1970. 000610
C LAST PEVISION RY R HRUDA, JAN 1974. 000620
C 000630
C SUIRROUTINE ARGUMENTS 000640
C SURNAM = INPUT SURROUTINE NAME IN WHICH ERROR OCCURRED. 000650
C NERROP = INPUT ERROR NUMBER FROM SUBROUTINE WHERE ERROR OCCURRED. 000660
C 000670
3001 FOPMAT (1H1) 000680
3002 FOPHAT (19H ZZBOMB - ROUTINE (,AbllH), NERROti (91391H)) 000690
C 000700
WRTTE (NOT,3001) 000710
WPTTE (NOT,3UO) SUBNA4MNERRUH 000720
ENCODE (40,3002,DFMSSG) SU)BNA,NNREOR 000730




SIRPPOUTINE STABA (AZqtNR48NCH KA.ZKt3) 000810
Al-13
IMOLICIT 0OUBLE PRECISION (A-H;O-Z) 000820
DTMFNSION AZ(KAZ91)9 H(KH.l) 000830
COMMON / LWRKV1 / W(40) 000840
C 000850
C TRIPLF MATRIX PRODUCT. B(TRANSPOSE) * A * B L= . 000860
C A MUST 8F SYMMETRIC TO GET CORRECT ANSWEH. 000870
C 7 WILL BE SYMMETRIC. UPPER HALF CALCULATED, REFLECTED TO LOWER HALF. 000880
C USES TWO WORK SPACES. RESULT (Z) IS PLACED IN A. 000890
C A7 MUST8E DIMENSIONED LARGE ENOUGH IN MAIN PHOGRAM TO CONTAIN THE 000900
C LARGER OF A OR Z. 000910
C CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINE ZZBOMH. 000920
C THE MAXIMUM SIZES ARE 000930
C NRP = 40 000940
C NCR = 40 000950
C DFVELnPED BY w A RENFIELD. MAY 1972. 000960
C LAST PEVISION BY R A PHILIPPUS. JUNE 1972. 000970
C 000980
C SURPOUT-INE ARGUMENTS 000990
C A7 = INPUT INNER MATRIX. SIZE(NiB,NRH). 001000
C = OUTPUT RESULT MATRIX. SIZE(NCH,NC6). 001010
C 8 = INPUT OUTER MATRIX. SIZE(NRP,NCR). 001020
C NPH = INPUT NUMBER OF ROWS OF M:ATRIX A, SIZE OF MATRIX A. MAX=40. 001030
C NCR = INPUT NUMBER OF COLS OF MATIK A, SIZE OF MATRIX Z. MAX=40. 001040
C KAZ = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF AZ IN CALLING PROOHAM. 001050
C KR = INPUT OW DIMENSION OF 8 IN CALLING PROGRAM. 001060
C 001070
NERROR=1 001080
IT (NRBGT.4U ,ON. NCHGT.40 .OR. NHB.GT.KAZ .OR, NCB.GT.KAZ) 001090
GO TO 999 001100
C 001110
Do 20 I=1,NR 0101120
no 5 K=1,NRB. 001130
5 W(K) = AZ(I,K) 001140
Dn 20 J=I1NCB 001150
S = 0.0 001160
no 10 K=1,NRb 001170
10 S = S + '(K)*H(KJ) 001180
20 A7(ITJ) = S 001190
C 001200
00 30 J=1,NC8 001210
no 25 I=1,, 001220
W(T) = 00, 001230
no 25 K=19NRB 001240
25 W(T) = W(,)+B(K,I)*AZ(KJ) 001250
no 30 I=1,J 001260
A7(T,J) = W(I) 001270
30 A7(J,I) = (i) 001280
RFTTUPN 001290
C 001300
999 CALL ZZHOMA (rHHIA ,NER'UR) 001310
Fhn 001320
SUPQOUTI."E INVI (AZ,NKPR) 001330
Al-14
TmOLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 001340
DIMENSION A(1), Z(1) 001350
COMMON /LwRKVI/ G(20), DETH(0O) 001360
COMMON /LWRKV2/ IX(20), 6(20) 001370
DATA NITNOT/596/ 001380
C 001390
C MATRIX INVERSION (A**-1 = Z), o)i(uEC'PING METHOU. 001400
C THE OFTERMINANT RATIO DET(I+1) / DE.T(I) IS PRINTED. DET(I) IS THE 001410
C DETEPRINANT OF THE FIHST I BY I SUB-MAATHIX OF A. 001420
C THE IHVERSION CHECK Z*A IS CALCULATE AND PRINTEDO. 001430
C MATTICFS A,Z MAY SHARE SAME CORE LOCATIONS. (L*A CHECK IS INVALID). 001440
C CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINES PAGEHO,ZZR)OMB. 001450
C THE MAXIMUM SIZE IS 001460
C N = 20 001470
C DFVELOPED BY 60O DILLON. FEbkJUARY 196L. 001480
C LAST PEVISION RY J ERNST, OCT 1973. 001490
C 001500
C SUPPOUTINE ARGUMENTS 001510
C A = TNPUT MATRIX TO BE TNVERT-. SIZE(N,4). 001520
C Z = OUTPUT RESULT '-ATRIX. SIZE(h,N). - 001530
C N = TrPUT SIZE OF MATRICES A9,. MAX=20. 001540
C KP = TNPUT ~Ow DIMENSION OF AgL IN CALLING PROjOAM. 001550
C 001560
2000 FOPMAT (// 10Xlu(7XlH(II2IH))) 001570
2001 FOPMAT (// 10X%4)HSURPOUTINE I'Vl HAS CALCULATED THE DATA BELOW 001580
* ///1OX,44HTHE DETErPMI,:NANT RATIOS .DET(I+1) / DET(I) ARE 001590
* // (13X IO011.3)) 001600
2002 FORMAT (///1U0q3iHITHE (A**-I)*(A) INVERSION CrECK GIVES 001610
* ///IUXl25HTHF DIAGONAL ELFMENTS ARE // (13X,8014.6)) 001620
2003 FnRMAT (// 10X35HTHE MAXIMUM OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT IS 001630
011.39 2A, 4HAT ( 13, 1H9 1i, 1H) ) 001640
C 001650
NERROR=1 001660
IF (N .GT. _;) (0 TO 991 001670
C 001680
no 160 I=2,N' 001690
160 Tx(T) = 1 001700
C INVEIT FIRST NON.-ZEO ELEMENT IN FIRST COLUMN. 001710
or 190 I=1,N 001720
IF (A(I) .NE. 0.) (Q TO 220 001730
190 .Co~NTINUE 001740
NERHOR=2 001750
Go TO 999 001760
C 001770
C START INVERSION WITH ROW I. 001780
220 rFTP(1) = A(1) 001790
Z(T) = 1. / A(I) 001800
IF (N .E,. 1) RETURN 001810
C 001820
Tx(I) = 1 001830
IX(t) = I 001840
C ROPDFRING LOOP. 001850
A1-15
00 630 L=2,N 001860
K = L 001870
Ll = L - 1 001880
250 S = 0. 001890
MIAL = KP * (IA(L) - 1) 001900
LL = IX(L) + MIXL. 001910
DO 450 I=1,L1 001920
MIXI = KR * (IX(I) - 1) 001930
LI = IX(L) + MIXI 001940
R(1) = 0. 001950
G(T) = 0. 001960
no 440 J=1,L1 001970
MIAJ = KR * (IA(J) - 1) 001980
IJ = IX(1) + MIXJ 001990
JL = IX(J) + MIXL 002000
P(T) = H(I) - Z(IJ)* A(JL) 002010
JI = IX(J) + MIXI 002020
LJ = IX(L) + MIXJ 002030
440 G(T) = G(I) - A(LJ)* Z(JI) 002040
450 S = S + A(LI)* 8(1) 002050
AL = A(LL)+ S 002060
IF (A(LL) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 4b0 002070
AlPAR = DARS (AL / A(LL)) 002080
GO TO 490 002090
480 ALRAR = JABS (AL) 002100
490 IF (ALBAR .GE. .10-6) GO TO '50 002110
C 002120
C INTFPCHANGE POWS AND COLUMNS. 002130
K = K + 1 002140
IF (K .GT. N) GO TO 40 002150
Ix L = IX(L) 002160
TX(L) = IX(K) 002170
IX(K) = IX L 002180
GO TO 2t50 002190
540 IF (AL9AR .GE. .10-8) GO TO 550 002200
NERROR=3 002210
Gn TO 999 002220
C 002230
550 7(1L.)= 1. / AL 002240
I)FTP(L) = AL 002250
On 570 I=19L1 002260
IL = IX(I) + MIXL 002270
LT = IX(L) + KH * (IX(I) - 1) 002280
Z(TL)= B(1) * 7(LL) 002290
Z(I I)= G(I) * Z(LL) 002300
n 570 J=1,L1 002310
TJ = IX(I) + KP * (IX(J) - 1) 002320
570 Z(TJ)= ZilJ)+ G(J) * Z(IL) 002330
630 CONKTINUE 002340
C 002350
C COMPUTE INVERSION CHECK Z*A. 002360
X1FF = 0.0 002370
A1-16
Dn 720 I=1,N 002380
DO 710 J=1,N 002390
X = 0.0 002400
KJA = KR * (J-1) 002410
nn 703 K=1, 002420
IK = I + KR*(K-1) 002430
KJ = K + KJA 002440
703 X = X + Z(IK) * A(KJ) 002450
IF (I .NE. J) GO TO 705 002460
X(I) =  002470
Gn TO 710 002480
705 IF (DAHS(X) .LT. UABS(xOFF)) G TO 710 002490
XOFF = X 002500
InFF = I 002510




C PRINT THF DETERMINANT RATIO AND INVERSION CHECK. 002560
CAll. PAoEHo 002570
WQTTE (NOT200U) (JC, JC=IlO) 002580
WRTTE (NOT,2001) (DETR(I), I=I,N) 002590
WRTTE (NOT,2002) ( G (I), I=1,N) '002600
WPTTE (NUTv2003) AOFFIOFFgJOFF 002610
RFT)URN 002620
C 002630
999 CAI... 7ZBOMH (6HINV1 oNERROR) 002640
F Nn 002650
SURPOUTINF MULT (A9~*ZNRA9N R8NCHKRAKRH) 002660
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HO-7) 002670
DTucNSION A(KRA91), B(KR 81)v Z(KHA,1) 002680
C 002690
C -MATRIX MULTIPLICATION. A * .= 002700
C DEVEInPEn BY R L wOHLEN. FERUAiqY 1965. 002710
C LAST RFVISION RY R L WOHLEN. JULY 1972. 002720
C 002730
C SUPROUTINE AHGUM NTS 002740
C A = INPUT MATRIX. SIZE(NRAN<5). 002750
C R = INPUT MATRIX. SIZE(NR,NCH). 002760
C Z = OUTPUT RESULT MATRIX. SILE(NRA,NCB). 002770
C NRA = INPUT NUMdEH OF ROWS OF MATRICES AZ. 002780
C Z = OUTPUT RESULT MATRIX. SIZE(NRANCB). 002770
C NPR = INPUT NU4RPEN OF ROWS OF MATRIX H, COLS OF MATRIX A. 002790
C NCR z INPUT NUMBER OF COLS OF MATRICES 8,Z. 002800
C KRA = INPUT ROW DIMENSIOr4 OF AZ IN CALLING PROHAM. 002810
C KRB = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF 8 IN CALLING PROGRAM. 002820
C 002830
00 20 I=19NRA 002840
DO 20 J=1,NCH 002850
S = 0. 002860
no 10 K=1,NR8 002870
10 S = S + A(IK)*B(KJ) 002880




SUPPOUTINE MULTA (AZq,,NRHAN-H~BNCB4,KA-ZKB) 002920
IMPLICIT 00JtLE PRECISTON (A-H,O-) 002930
DTMFNSION AZ(KAZi)r R(KB,1) 002940
COMMON / LWRKVI / W(40) 002950
C 002960
C MATRTX MULTIPLICArIUN. A * 6 = Z. 002970
C USES TWO WORK SPACES. RESULT (Z) IS PLACED IN A. 002980
C A7 Mt.IT RE DIMENSIONED LARGE ENOUGH IN MAIN PROGRAM TO CONTAIN THE 002990
C LARGFP OF A OW Z. 003000
C CALLS FORMA SUBkOUTIN:E ZZi0om. 003010
C THE MAXIMUM SIZE IS 003020
C NR. = 500 003030
C DFVFL..PED BY C S HOOLEY. JANUARY 1465. 003040
C LAST QFVISION BY R F HRUDn.. ,JUNE 197-,. 003050
C 003060
C SUROUTINE AR6UMENTS 003070
C 47 = INPUT MATRIA. SIZE(NRAqNH),. 003080
C = OUTPUI REbULT MATRIX, SIZE(NRA,4NC3). 003090
C B = INPUT PATIA. SIZE(NRR,NCH) 003100
C NRA = INPUT NUMBER OF ROWS OF M ATICES AtZ. 003110
C NPB = INPU)T NUPif3ER OF ROWS OF MiATiX R, COLS OF MATRIX A. MAX=500. 003120
C NCB = INPUT NUMBER OF COLS OF MATRICES 6,L. 003130
C KA7 = INPU T kr0W DIMENSION OF AZ IN CALLING PHOoUAM. 003140
C K INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF IN CALLIN6, PPOG~AM. 003150
C 003160
NERROR=1 003170
IF (NPR .GT. 500) GO TO 999 003180
C 003190
no 40 1=I,NRA 003200
Dn 20 K=1,NR' 003210
20 W(K) = AZ(I, ) 003220
0r) 40 J=LINCH 003230
s = 0.0 003240
DO 30 K=19,N) 003250
30 S = S + W(K)* (K,J) 003260
40 A7(I,J) = S 003270
RFTURN 003280
C 003290
949 CAIL. 7Z iO (IHMULTA ,NFHOR) 003300
EIr 003310
SUiiPOUTI qE ' JITE (AN ,NC INAMEKR) 003320




C WPITF MATRIA OF REAL NJUMERS ON PAPP. 003370
C RFIUTOFS 123 COLUMN (M INIMUA) PtR-INTEP. 003380
C UP TO 10 DAIA FIELDS PER LINE. PrINTS ONLY NON-LLRO FIELD ROWS. 003390
C CALLS FOP MA SUHHOUTINL PAGt-EHD-. 003400
C COOFn rY HL WOHLEN* OECEAM, ER 1968. 003410
A1-18
C LAST REVISION BY R HRUDA, NOV 1973. 003420
C 003430
C SUpROUTINE ARGUMENTS (ALL INPUT) 003440
'C 4 = MATRIX TO BE PRINTED. SIZE(N RNC). 003450
C NR = NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX A. 003460
C NC = NUMBER OF COLS IN MATRIX A. 003470
C INAMF = MATRIX IOENTIFICATION. (A6 FORMAT). 003480
C KR = ROW DIMENSION OF A IN CALLING PROGRAM. 003490
C 003500
2010 FORMAT (//15H OUTPUT MATRIX A6,2A IH(I4,2H X 14,2H ) // 003510
10X,10(7XxH( 291,H))/) 003520
2020 FORMAT (//15H OUTPUT MATRIA A6,2X 1H(14,2H X 14,2H ) 003530
3X, 9HCONTINUED //10Al0(7X,1 ( 12,1r))/) 003540
2030 FnPMAT (IX,215,2A, 10011.3) 003550
2040 FORMAT (14HOENO OF WRITE.) 003560
C 003570
C PULL UP A NEW PAGE FOR MATRIX AND PRINT MATRIX NAME. 003580
CAL. PAGEHD 003590
WPTTE (NOT,2010) INAME,NRNC,(L,L=1,10) 003600
NLTNE = 0 003610
C 003620
Dn 60 I=1,NH 003630
NZFRO = 0 003640
JS = 1 003650
In JF = JS+ 003660
IF (JF .GT. NC) JE=NC 003670
C SFT TF ELEMENTS ARE ZERO. 003680
no 20 J=JS,JE 003690
IF (A(I,J) .NE. 0.) GO TO 30 003700
20 CONTINUE 003710
GO TO 40 003720
30 NLTNE = NLTIN+1 003730
IF (NLINE .LE. 44) GO TO 35 003740
CALL PAGEHO 003750
WRITE (NOT,2U20) INAME,NR,NC,(L,L=1,10) 003760
NITNE = 1 003770
35 WRTTE (NOT,030) I,JS,(A(I,J), J=JS,JF) 003780
N7FRO = 1 003790
40 IF (JE .EQ. NC) GO TO 5f0 003800
JS = JS+10 003810
GO TO 10 003820
C SKIP A SPACE BETwEEN EACH ROW IF THERE ARE MORE THAN 10 COLUMNS 003830
C AND SOMETHING HAS BEEN WRITTEN. 003840
50 IF (NC.LE.10 .OR. NZERO.EO.O .OR. I.EU.NR) GO TO 60 003850










IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 003940
DIMENSION Z(KR,1) 003950
C 003960
C GENERATE A MATRIX OF ZEROES. 003970
C CODED RY RL WOHLEN. FEB 1965. 003980
C 003990
C SUPPOUTINE ARGUMENTS 004000
C 7 = OUTPUT MATRIX ENERATED. SIZE(NR,NC). 004010
C NP = TNIPUT NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIA Z. 004020
C NC = TNPUT NUMbER OF COLS IN MAFRIA Z. 004030
C KR = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF MAtRIX Z IN CALLING PROGRAM. 004040
C 004050
0O 10 I=1,NR 004060
DO 10 J=1,NC 004070












C READS INPUT CARD 1 FOR IRUNNO, UNAME. 004200
C CHECKS IRUNNO FOR STOP (I.E. IF IkUNNO = STOP, PROGRAM WILL .004210
C BE STOPPED). YOU SHOULD HAVE A STOP CARD (THE WORD STOP PUNCHED 004220
C STARTTNG IN COLUMN i) AFTER YOUk REGULAR DATA DECK. 004230
C IF IPIINNO IS NOT EQUAL TO STOPS THE SUBROUTINE CONTINUES AS FOLLOWS. 004240
C RFADS INPUT CARD 2 FOR TITLE1. 004250
C READS INPUT CARU 3 FOR TITLE2. 004260
C SFTS N'PAGE = 0. 004270
C INTERnGATES COMPUTEH TO DEFINE DATE AS AN A6. 004280
C TNTEROGATES MACHINE FOR THE TIME OF DAY AND THE CPTIME 004290
C AND PPINTS THESE ITEMS ON A SHEtT OF THE OUTPUT EVERY 004300
C TIME THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED. 004310
C 004320
C INPUTr ORDER 004330
C IPUN1OUNAME FORMAT (A6, 4K 3Ab) 004340
C TITLFI FORMAT (1246) 004350
C TITLF? FORMAT (12Ab) 004360
C 004370
C DEFINITIONS 004380
C IRUNNO = RUN NUIBER. (A6 FORMAT) 004390
C IDATr = DATE. (Ah FORMAT). 004400
C NPAGF = PAGE NUMBEH. 004410
C UNAME USERS NAME. (3A6 FORMAT) 004420
C TITLE] = FIRST TITLE. (12A6 FOHMAT) 004430
C TTTLE? = SECOND TITLE. (12A6 FOHMAT) 004440
C 004450
C DEDICATED TO G. MOROSOW. 004460
A1-20
C CALLS CDC-6000-SERIES.COMPUTER STANDARD ROUTINES DATE, SECOND, TIME.004470
C CALLS MARTIN MARIETIA SPECIAL ROUTINE PPTIM. 004480
C CODED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE HY YOUR FRIENDLY METnODS GROUP. DEC 1968.004490
C LAST PEVISION BY R HRUDA, MAY 1974. 004500
C 004510
1001 FORMAT (A6, 4X 3A6) 004520
1002 FOPMAT (12A6) 004530
2002 FORMAT (1H1 6(/) 55X 10HTIME SHEtT / 38X 45(Im-) // 004540
* 38X 30HCURRENT TIME OF DAY IN H,MS = A10 // 004550
* 38X 26HTOTAL CPTIME USED TO NOW = F1U.3, 9H SECONDS. / 004560
* 38X 2bHTOTAL PPTIME USED TO NOW = 1694X, 9H SECONDS. ) 004570
2003 FOPMAT (36H1END OF INPUT DATA HAS BEEN REACH.U.) 004580
5001 FORMAT (3(IX,A2)) 004590
5002 FORMAT (3A2) 004600
C 004610
CAIL TIME (DTIME) 004620
CALL SECOND (CTIME) 004630
WPTTE (NOT,2002) DTIMECTIME,IPTIME 004650
CALL DATE (IUATE) 004660
DECODE (995001lIDATE) IMlD,IY 004670
0 20 I=19,12 004680
IF (IM.EU.MONTHN(I)) 60 TO 30 004690
20 CONTINUE 004700
30 IM = MONTHL(I) 004710
E4rODE (b5002,IDATE) IDIM,IY 004720
C 004730
PFAD (NIT,1001) IRUNNO,UNAME 004740




10 READ (NIT,I002) IITLE1 004790
READ (NIT,100o) TITLE2 004800









2 C OVERLAY MAIN PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK SLOSH MODESo
3 C DEVELOPED tY i dENFIELD, C B~DLEY, - PHILIPPUS, R WOHLEN. JULY 1973.
4 C LAST REVISION BY R A PHILIPPUS, JULY 197qo
5 C
7 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAMe
8 C 10 CALL START
9 C CALL COMENT
13 C IFINITiTAPEID FORMAT (2A6)
11 C 15 IOPT FORMAT (A6)
12 C IF (IOPI ,EQ. 6HSTART j GO TO 10
13 C iF (IOPT *EQ, 6HGNXYZ ) CALL GNXYZZ (SEE SUBT FOR livPUT)
14. C IF (IOPT *EQ. 6HFINEL ) CALL FINEL IINPUT DATA FROM GNXYLZ2)
15 C IF (IOPT EQ, 6HXTRAMK) CALL PXTRA tSEE SUBHT FOR INPUT)
16 C IF (IOPT *EQ. 6HMOUES ) CALL GNIMD (SLE SUBRT FOR INPUI)
17 C *IF (IOPT .EQ, 6HMODES ) CALL OYMODE (SEE SUBRT FOR INiPUT)
18 C IF (IOPT .LQ, 6HREDUCE) CALL REDUCE (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
19 C IF (IOPT *EQo 6 HSAVEMK) CALL SAVE (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
20 C IF (IOPT .Eq, 6HSUBSTR) CALL SUdSTR (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
21 C IF (IOPT *EQ, 6HPLOT ) CALL SPLTI (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
22 C GO TO lb
23 C
24 COMMON / ROTAPS / NUTEL,NUTAYZoNUTLTNUTSTsNUTMXsNUTKXtiuf(BA
25 COMMON / BTAPEF / NUTMF,NUTKFNUTIFNUT2FNUT3F
26 COMMON / BTAPET / NUTMT,NUTKT,iUTITNUTZT,NUTT 41,NUTT
27 COMMON / btAPEM / NUTMMNUTKMNUTTM,NUTPM,NUTFM*NUTIMNUT2MNUfI
28 NUT4MNUTSMNUT6MNUT7M
29 COMMON / BTAPED / NUTKDsNUTLUsNUTDO*NUTIDNUT2DONUT3oNUTSD
30 COMMON / bTAPE8 / NUTKB,NUTB6,NUTPBNUTIb,NUT28,NUT3NUT4B,
31 NUTSB,NUT6d*NUT7B
32 COMMON / BTAPEC / NUTMC,NUTKCNUTTCsNUTIC,NUT2CNUT3LCNUT4CNUTsC,
33 N- UT6C
39 COMMON / BTAPER / NUTMRNUTNRoNUTTR TNUTRNUT2RNUT3h#NUTSRNUI,
35 * NUT6H
36 COMMON / BTAPES / NUTMS,NUTS,NUTTS
37 COMMON / BTAPEP / NUTMP,NUTKP,NOTTP,NUTIP,NUT2P,NUT3PNUT~PNUI5P
38 COMMON / BTAPEA / NUTPANUTFANUTIA NUTZANUT3ANUT4ANUTA,
39 * NUT6ANUT7A
40 COMMON / RESTAP / NRSVTI
41 COMMON / RTRANS / IFTRAN
42 C
93 DATA NITNOT/S,6/
14 C DEFINE REAu,WRITE TAPE UNITS FOR ALL OVERLAYSI
95 DATA NUTELNUTXYZ /
46 * 29, 33 /
47 DATA NUTLTNUTSTNUTMX,NUTKX,NUTdX /
48 * 31, I 2, 26, 27 /
99 C DEFINE BUFFER IisOUT TAPE UNITS FOR FINELO.
50 UATA NUIMF NUTKFTNUTIFNUT2FNUT3F/
51 * 21, 22, 11, 12, 13/
52 C DLFINE BUFFER IN,OUT.TAPE UNITS FOR EXTRA MK OVERLAY.
53 DATA NUTMToNUTKTsNUTIT,NUZT,NU3T,NuT'4TNUTST /
54 * 21, 22, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 /55 C DEFINE bUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOK YMOUE2.
56 DATA NUIMM NUTKMNUTPMNUTTM,oNTFMNUTIMsNUT2MNUT3MNUT'MNUT b/
A2-2





62 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOR STATIC DEFLECTION CALCULATIONS.
63 DATA NUTKDNUTLNUTDDNUTINUTINUTDNuT3DoNUT4D /
64 * 22, 21, , 12 13, P4 /
65 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOR BUCKLING LOAD CALCULATIONS.
66 DATA NUTKBNUTBB,NUTPB,NUT1I,NU28,NUT3BNUTABeNUTSBNOT6WsNUT7B/
67 * 22, 21, 2 1, it, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16o 17/
68 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOR CONSTANT VOLUME FLUID ELEMENT
69 C CALCULATIONS.
70 DATA NUTMCtNUTKCtNUTTCNUTIC,NUT2CNT3CNUT4CNUT5CNUT6C/
71 * 21, 22, 29, 11, 12 13, )14 15, 16/
72 C DEFINE bUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOR REDUCING CALCULATIONSo
73 DATA NUTMRsNUTKR NUTTR,NUTIR NUI2r*iNUT3RNUT4RNUTSRNUT6k/
71 * 21, 22, 24, 11, 12, 13 11, 15s, 16/
75 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOR SUBSTRUCTURE CALCULATIONS,
76 DATA NUTMPPNUTKPNUTTP,NUTIP,NUT2ZPNUT3P,NUT PNUT5,P/
77 * 21, 22, 24, II, 12 13, 14, 15/76 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,UT TAPE UNITS FOR PLOTTING,
79 DATA NUTPANUTFA,NUTIANUT2AU,NUTJAANUT4ANUTSAoNUT6ANUT7A/
80 * 23t 24, IL, 12, 13, 1, 15, 16, 17/
81 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,OUT TAPE UNITS FOn SAVEMK,
82 DATA NUTMStNUTKSNUTTS/
83 * 21, 22, 24/
84 C DEFINE RESERVE TAPES,
85 DATA NRSVTI / 28 /
86 C
87 1001 FORMAT (12A6)
88 1010 FORMAT lIOX 15)
89 C
90 IF (NRSVTI *GT* 0 RE~IND NRSVTI
91 10 CALL START
92 CALL COMENT
93 READ (NITloI) IFINITTAPEIU
914 IF (IFINIT .EQ* 6HINITIL) CALL INTAPE (NRSVTITAPEIDj
95 IFTRAN = 0
96 15 READ (NITl0OI) IOPT
97 IF (IOPT *EQ.6HSTART ) GO TO 10
98 IF (IOPI *E.6MHGNXYZ ) GO TO 18
99 IF (IOPT .EQi6HFINEL i GO To 20 ORIGINAL PAGE D
100 IF (IOPT *EW.6HXTRAMK) GO To 30 O POOR Q AGE IS
101 IF (IOPT ,E.6HMODES ) GO TO U0QUAJ
102 IF (IOPT *EW,6MECHEw) GO TO 70
103 IF (IOPT *EQo6HRkDUCE) GO To 80
104 IF (IOPT *Eqo6HSAVEMK) GO TO 90
105 IF (IOPT oEQL6HSUBSTR) GO TO 15O
106 IF (IOPT ,EQ,.6PLOT ) GO To 110
107 NERRUOR=
o10 GO TO 999
109 18 CALL GNXYZZ
110 GO TO 15
111 20 CALL OFINEL
112 GO TO 15
113 30 CALL PXTRA
A2-3
II' GO TO 15
115 40 CALL GNIMD
116 CALL OYMODE
117 GO TO 15
118 70 CALL MECHE
119 GO TO 15
120 80 CALL REDUCE
12) GO TO 15
122 90 CALL SAVE
123 GO TO 15
12& 100 CALL SUdSTR
125 GO TO 15
126 110 CALL OPLTIO
127 60 TO Ib
12Z C





I SUBROUIINE BASIC (XYZ,JUUF,EULKRXOCAKRJKcJKReKCL~
2 * NUTELNUTXYZ)
3 C
9 C SUbROUTINE TO READ BASIC FINEL DATA FROM CARD INPUT AND WRITL ON
5 C NUTEL AND- i UTXYZ,
6 C DEVELOPED dY WA BENFIELU APRIL 19I74
7 C
8 DIMENSION XYZ(KRXpl), JDOF(KJ1), EUL(KRE,1)
9 DIMENSIUN IDATA (Iq)
IC C
11 DATA NITpNOT / 5,6 /
12 1001 FORMAT (13A6,A2)
13 REWIND NUTEL
14 C READ JOINT XYZ COUOkINATE MATRIA*
15 10 CALL READ (xYZNJeNCX9KRX,.KCX)
16 C READ JOINT DEGREE OF FREEDOM MATRIA.
17 CALL READIM (JUOFoNRJNCJ,KR#IKCJ
18 C READ JOINT EULER ANGLES,
19 CALL READ (EUL,NRENCE,KREKCE)
20 C READ ONE CARD WITH NAMEL FOR FI-NEL'
21 C READ DATA CARDS FOR AXIAL OR BAR OR TRNGL, ETC,
22 15 HEAD (NIT 10011 IDATA
23 WRITE (NUTELlO01 IDATA
24 IF (IDATA(I)E.6HRETURN) GO TO 100
26 GO TO Is
26 C
27 100 REWIND NUTEL
28 REWIND NUTXYZ
29 WRITE (NUTXYZ) NJpNCXANRJNCJNRENCE
30 WRITE (NUTXYL) ((JDOFkIJ)I=INRJ),JwINCJ)
31 6RITE (NUTXYZ) (( XYZ(IJI)l=1t NJiP)J l, NCX)










3 C *e*e** .e***,ee.**e*********** *****ee**e** **e*****e*e* e.eeo**
4 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS POGRAM.
5 C CALL YRHAD (INITIAL DISPL MUDES)
6 C RETURN
7 C
B COMMON /STAPEM/ NUTM#,UTKNUTTsNUTZeNUTINUT2eNUT3,NUT , UTS,
9 * NUT6iNUT7
10 DIMENSION V(2OOObt LV(12000)
II DATA KV / 12000 /








3 C MAIN PROGRAM TO GENERATE (XYL), (JUOF), AND (EUL), AND STORE MATRICES
4 C ON UTILITY TAPE.
5 C DEVELOPED BY W 6ENFIELD, C 8ODLYo R PHILIPPUS, R WOHLEN. JULY 1973.
6 C LAST REVISION BY R A PHIIPPUSo JUNE 197*4
7 C
B C *****,*b*. * *e*o****.*Oe..*t...e .*eOee. *e..o**O.********
9 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAM,
10 C IOPT FORMAT (A6)
11 C IF (IOPT *EQ, 6HBASIC ) CALL READ (XYZNJ,3)
12 C 0 CALL READIM (JOOF,NJ,6)
13 C * CALL READ (EULNJ,3)
14 C * CALL FINEL (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
15 C IF (IOPT *EQ, 6HXYZEUL) CALL DATGEN (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
16 C KETURN
17 C
18 COMMON / RhTAPS / NUTELNUTXYZ.NUTLTsNUTSTNUTMXNUTKXNUTBA
19 DATA NITNOT / 5,6 /
20 C
21 1001 FORMAT (13A6,AZ)
22 C
23 REWIND NUTLL
24 READ (NITo10 0 ) 19PT
25 IF (IOPT *E(,6HBASIC ) GO TO 10
26 IF ( IOPT *EQ~6HFLAT P) GO TO 2Z
27 IF (IOPT *Eo,6HCNT bM)' GO TO 3
28 IF (IOPT #EW,6HCYLCOR) GO TO 4Z
29 IF (IOPT *EW,6HCIRCYL) GO TO 5S
30 IF (IOPT ,Egw6HNASTRi) GO TO 60
31 IF (IOPT *EW.6HSNAP ) GO TO 75
32 IF ( OPT .Ei,6HXYZEU,) GO TO 8'
33 NERRORuL
34 GO TO 999
35 C






42 GO TO 999
43 30 NEROR=3
'4 GO TO 999
4s 'o OtluJINAL PAGE IS Ne OR.r4
46 G TO 999 OF POOR QUAJAxg NERRORuS147 50 NERROR=
48 GO TO 999
49 60 NERROR=6
50 GO TO 999
51 70 NERRORa7
52 G0 TO 999












2 COMMON / BTAPED / NUTKD,NUTLmNTUNUT IINUTN UTI1oNUT4
3 DIMENSION V(4000),LV(0CZC0) T(I15006)TF(600,6)PAIOS,3)
4 *JU(4OS6),JVEC(6)tE9(5433) (6,6) RT(6,6) EM(6p6)
5 DIMENSION TT(6600) XR(3),RV(6,b6,IVEC(6),oTVC(600)
6 DATA KV ,KR ,KJ ,K ,KX , KBT/
7 * '000, 6000 '405 6, 3 # 1500/
6 EQUIVALENCE(TVI ,f T(4o0 1)oLV)
9 C
10 C PHQGRAM TO CALCULATE EFFECTIVE MASS FOR SLOSH
11 C DEVELOPED BY P * ABBOTT. DECEMBER 1979.
12 C
13 C FORM RIGID BODY TRANSFORMATION IN (LOBAL
114 C






21 C N3 15 THE LAST NODE WITH ONLY 3 DOF
22 C NBLAD 15 THE' OF NO. AT N3.
23 00 6 Il|N3
24 0 6 Jle13
25 6 JD(IJ)-J 3e(I-)
26 NUN3+1
27 DO 7 I=NeNR





33 CALL RBTGI(X,XR JDJVECjTNRNRT NCTKJKBT)
34 CALL WRITE(TNRTNCT,6HRGLObL,KbT)
35 C
36 C TRANSFORM TO LOCAL SYSTEM
37 CALL READIM(JDNR#NG,KJKD)
38 CALL REAU(EoNRNCKJIKX)




43 MI = 0






50 00 9 J=l,6
51 IF(JDUIJ)9LT,0) GO TO 888
52 IF(J,LT'4) XR(J)=E(I,J)
53 IF(J0(I,J).LEO) GO TQ 9





56 ITVCimI) i Jj(I#J)
59 9 CUNTINUL
60 CALL EULER(XR,R*KD)
61 IF(KROToEQ@6) CALL EULERX~t(494'),ID)
62 CALL ZERO (RVKROT,KKO)









73 U0 889 J=13,~
714 889 JVECtJ) 0
7$ CALL 2LNKJ (T#M#NCTKkIT)
76 CALL REVADU (1eTFi17VC..JVECTMNCT,M,NCTK,KiI
77CALL AIRITE (TMwNCTs6HCJRTRtIKbT)
78 CALL TRANSIT ,TT ,M ,NCT #KBT ,KU)
79 C
C- READ, MASS AND MuLS AND PU THE RE.S]
61 CALL YI(LAU (NUTIIPV,LV,KV,NuTI'l
82 CALL YRLAO (NUT12s,LV,KV9NVT14)
kiiCALL YMUJLTI (NTINT2NT3to~KtT4
84CALL YSTUD (NUT13,TFN~ NCKIRKLJV ,LV KV ,NUT14)
86 CALL MULT (TT *TFORgNcr,NRNjCNU,KR)
86 L)0 15 I=l,NCT
87 00) 15 Jul,NC




92 00 20 1 NC
93 CALL MULT(TT(ZIfl ,TF(Itl,),EM,NCTINCTKD),KR)
94 C 2C CALL wkTE(E,,,NCTNC,A1LqeMASS,1)K,)
95 CPIRESS - EM(2,33/EHI2,2)








3 C MAIN PROGRAM TO READ (XYZ), (JOOF)o (EUL) ANU CALCULATE (UN UPTIONI
14 C ASSEMBLED FINITE ELEMENT MASS, STIFFNESSo LOAD TRANSFORMATIUMe AND
5 C BUCKLING MATRICLES
6 C CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINES FINLL zYIN ,YWRITEs
7 C DEVELOPED BY W BENFIELO, C BODLEY, R PHILIPPUS, R WOHLENo JULY IY73.
6 C LAST REVISION BY N A PHILIPPUS, DLCEMBEH 1974
9 C
10 COMMON / HtTAPS / NUTEL,NUTXYZNUTLTNUTSToNUTMXNUT\AXNUT8A
II COMMON / BTAPEF / NUTM,NUTKNUTIgNUT2,NUT3
12 COMMON / DUMMY / V(1230)
13 COMMON / IDUMMY / LV(1230)
19 COMMON / RESTAP / NRSVTI
1b DIMENSION XYZ(2OO,3), JuOF(2000 p6), LUL(2000,3)
16 LQUIVALLNCE (XYZtV)t (EULV(6b001)) (JDOF,LV)
17 UATA KKX, KCX, KRJ, KCJ, KRE; KCEI KV /
Id * 2000, 3t 2000, 6, 2000. 3.12000 /
19 C READ XYZJOOFEUL 'FROM NUTXYZ CREATED IN PROGRAM DATGEN,
20 REWIND NUTXYZ
21 READ (NUTXYZ) NJ,NCANRJNCJNRLPNCE
22 NE 1Rug
23 IF (NC *NEe 3) GO TO 999
21 NHNRUkp2
25 IF (NRJ .NEs NJ *9OR NCJ .NE. 6) GO TO 999
26 NLKRUn=3
27 IF (NRE ,Nk, NJ .ORo NCE *NE. 3) GO TO 999
28 NEnRUR=4
29 IF ( NJoGTeKRX *OR9 NCXeGT*KLX *OR.
30 * NRJ*GT'KRJ ORH. NCJ.GToKCJ .OR,
31 * NRE.GTKRE *OR* NCE.4T*KCE) GO TO 999
32 READ (NUTXYZ) ((JDOF(1,J),I=INRJ)oJ=INCJ)
33 READ (NUTXYZI (( XYZ(IJ)qlIae RJ)JJI,NCX)
3' READ (NUTXYZ) (( EULt ,J)lIuI=NRE)9J=l,NCE)
35 CALL 6TAPE ( XYZ&NJ ,NCA6HYZ IKRX,NHSVTI)
36 CALL *TAPE (JUOFpNRJNCJ,6HNDOF *KRJ,NRSVT1)
37 CALL *TAPE ( EULpNRLNCE6nHEUL KRE,iNSVTI)
38 CALL FINEL (XYL,JDOFoEUL NUTELsNJo
39 * NUTMNUTKoNUTLTNUTSTNUoTbA.
40 * VoLV#KVKRX,KRJ KRL,
41 r NUTMX,NUTKXNUTI,NOT2.NUT3)
12 CALL YnrITE (NUTM,'HMASS ov,LV#KV)
'43 CALL YWTAPE (NUTm,6HMASS pV,LV*KV#NRSVTI)
14 CALL YWRITE (NUTK'4HbTIF ,VLVPKV)
95 CALL LTAPE (NRSVTI)
'46 RETURN
47 C






2 COMMON / BTAPED / NUTKDNUTLDNUTDDNUR1,NUTP,NUT3NUT4
3 DIMENSION XYI('4S3), PLOC(90O20) AXP4200), Yp(200)e APYP(90s)*
SUXi4X(5), OY(S4), UAL(b1), DYL(5), PTITLE(t),
5 * SCALEM(20), FRELM(20), BlGP(600,6),IVEC(45),JoDUF6006),
6 * V(4000) LVj4j30)
7 DATA KJ. KP, KM, KPLUT,KbIGPKBIGM# KV/
e 45 qS 90s 20 2C09 600, 6 '4000/
9 DATA LEP/I*E-IS/
10 DATA NIToNT/56b/
11 10o1 FORMAT (13A 515I)
12 2001 FORMAT (IOX, FIO.4,FIO.l )
13 2002 FORMA T (//IOx, 9HMODE NO. 13, //
11 2003 FORMAT (//Ox, 9HMOUO NO, 13, 5X 7HSCALE a Fo,31
lb 5001 FORMAT (SHMODE=13t IX SHFRE~=F 7*', IA 5HSHFT=I4, IX 4HSCLOF4*3)
16 CALL IDFRMV (12H G I BULTMA ,12H BIN 5 190 s685 6325
17 * IZHHARDCOPY I
16 C
19 C READ IVEC. IN SURFACE JOINT ORDER FROM CENTER OUT* VALUE 15 ROW
20 C NUMBER IN AYZiOOF#EULER,
21 CALL READIM (IVEC, IlNJS, ieKJ)
22 C READ XYZe
23 CALL READ (81GPv NJF,13, KaIGP,3)
2 0DO 5 I=1,NJS
25 JNT = IVECCI)
26 XYT(l,) m BIGP(dNT,I
27 5 XYT(I2)1 = BIGP(JNT,2Z
28 C READ EULER,
29 CALL READ "(BIGP. NJF,13 KWIGP3)
3C DO 6 I=1,NJS
31 JNT = IVECII)
32 6 AYT(I,3) a fIGP(JNT,34
33 CALL *RITE (XYT, NJS,3, 3HXYT KJ)
39 IMS = 1
35 ISHIFT = 0
36 CALL READ (FR EM, NMl ,KM,1l
37 C READ MODES* FIND LARGEST VALUE (ABS) IN EACH MODE. (SCALEMI
36 CALL YREAD (NUTPV,LVKVNUTI)
39 CALL YSTOD (NOTPBIG(P,NBIGPNMgKBIGPKaWIGM,V,LVKVNUTI)
'40 00 9 J,1sNM
41 BIGM = 0.0
42 00 8 I=INBIGP
43 VALM =  ABS(BIGP(I'pJ))
q4 IF (VALM ,GT. B1GM) BIGM=VALM
45 8 CONTINUE
46 9 SCALEM(J) = 1,/IGM
47 CALL WRITE (SCALEM% 1,NM, b6SCALEMo I
48 C READ JDOF,
49 CALL READIM (JDOF, NJF,16, KIdlGP6)
50 C COMPRESS 8IGP INTO PLOC. ORDER IS UV IN JOINT ORDER GIVEN dY IVEC,
51 00 12 I=INJ5
52 JNT = IVEC lI)
53 IU = JDOFIJNT,IN
54 IV = JDOF(JNT,Z)
55 IPU = 201-1
56 IPV = 2.1.
K) 5IU I
A2-12
58 PLOC(IPUJ) a G.0
59 IF (1U *GT9 0o PLOC(1PUjm=8jGpIjUj)
63 PLcjC0*PVvj) a 0.0
61 IF (IV eGTe U)PLOC(jPV,4)=bLGP(IV#J)
62 12 CONTINUE
63 CALL WRITE (pLOC, 2#NJS,NM.1 'HPLOC, KPI.
644 C
6S C DEFINE UNDISTU06EU SHAPE, APvYP IN PLOT AsY. LEFT9RIGH1T,
66 NJ = N45
67 N.JMI = NJ-I
68 14 a NJ4.1
69 DO to Ii;'u1.NJMI
70 14 a 14-1
71 xp(Ip) a -Xrr(I4,2)
72 10 YP(1P) a XYT(I4,I)
73 DO 15Iwv'
74 IP a N4M1414
75 XP(1P) = XYT(II42)
76 15 YP(IPI a XYTIJJ,1
77 C
78 D0 199 IMMU1,NM
79 MUDENO 0 IMS-1+1M
80 SCALE m SCALEM(IM)
81 FREQ a FREQM(I M)
82 C CALCULATE UELTA-X# DELTA-rY. IN JAG XeYo LEFT=DXL.,DYLe RIGhT.
83 CALL PAGEHO
844 RITE (N~OT,202) MODEr~o
65 DO 50 14=IN4
86 ~ IXL =2014-I
87 I'rL = 2.14
a8 ANG = XYT(IJ,3)/57*29577951
89 CJ CO$(ANG)
go 54 a SIN(ANGj
91 UX4AG - PLOC(1.XL:;Mi.C4 - P4UC(IYLIM)*S4
92 DYJAG - PLOC(IXL IM)*5j + PLOC(I1YLtIM)*CJ
93 *RITE (NUT,20011 DYJAG,DxJAG
914 OXCIjI = XYT(14,1) + $CALEODXJAG
9b DX~jJ~+XYTIJ# - SCALEODAJAG
96 UY(14) aXYT(I4,2) *SCALEODYJAG
97 5C UYL(I4)z-XYT(I492) *SCALEODYJAGi
98 C PACK UY,QX INTO XPYP, LEFT#RIGHiTo
99 lPI a NJMI+N4.1
I0 Do1P2 a IP1-1+NJMI
102 DO060 IP=IPItIP2
103 14 u 14-1
I14 XP(.IP) a DYL(14)
105 60 Yp~Jp) = DAL(14)
106 1RI a NJMI+NJ+NJMI
107 DO 65 IJulNJ
108 IP = IPI+I14
109 APUIp) = DY(£4) php110 65 YP(IP) m UXjiJ) -Oj
I1I1 C PACK XPOYP FOR PRINTING,.t~iI
112 NJ2MI a 2*NJ- 1
113 DO S0 L=1,NJZMI
A2- i3
114 xpyp(1,LJ3a PU1
115 XPYP(J,2) w yp(1)
116 XPYP(.1.3J - cea
117 XPYP(1,94) = XPII+NJZMfl
118 80 APYP(195) %;YP%..Nj2Mtl
119 CALL WRI1TE (XPYPo NJaM1,59 'tMXPYP, KP)
120 vvITE CNOT,2o03) MODENO,SCALE
121 C PUf IN TANK TOP,BOT AT CENTERLINEs
12z XP(IP+1) a Go
123 YPilp~1) .16.
1214 A p(JIp +2 ) a 0
126 YP(1p+2) a Do
126 NRP = 1P4'2
127 IFSAmE -1
128 IFCURV - 1
129 IFLIFT - 1
130 ENCODE. I'0#5ucIPTITLE) MODENOvkREf~,ISH1FTsSCALE.












3 C MAIN PROGRAM TO TEST ITERATIVE RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD OF uR. JOHN AUMARE
1 C TECHNIQUE =. COMPOSITE STRUCTURE.
b C VERSION = NON-SWEEPING.
6 C PROGRAMMING LOGIC = SPARSE.
7 C 'MAXIMUM SIZE OF MASSSTIF = 1820o
8 C MAXIMUM NU = 70
9 C DEVELOPED bY R L AOHLEN AND R A PHILIPPUS, MARCH 1972.
10 C LAST DIMENSION CHANGE (FOR 150000) BY HRUOA O2APR74.
11 C LAST REVISION By R A PHIIIPPUS. JULY 1974.
12 C
13 C *.**..,*****O***O*e******e**********oe****e*****O*******
19 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAM.
5l C NW FORMAT (IOX,15)
16 C NU FORMAT (1OXI5)
17 C 'SHIFT FORMAT (IOxEI.)
18 C MAXIT FORMAT (IOXb5)
19 C IPUNCH FORMAT IA6)
20 C RETURN
21 C
22 C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES,
23 C No = NUMBER OF MODES WANTED.
24 C NU = NUMBER OF RAYLEIGH-RITZ MODES TO USE.
25 C SHIFT a SHIFT VALUE TO USE.
26 C MAAIT = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS Tu BE PERFORMED.
27 C IPUNCH a PUNCH CARD OPTION FOR W2o FREQo MODES, AND TMOPES,
28 C a 6MPUNCH , FOR PUNCH CARD OUTPUTo
29 C = 6HNOPUNC, NO PUNCH CARD OUTPUT,
30 C
31 COMMON /BTAPEM/ NUTM,NUTKNUTTRNUTZPNUTF,NUTINUTZpNUT3NUT4,
32 NUTS,NUT6,NUT7
33 COMMON / RESTAP / NRSVTI
314 COMMON / RTRANS / IFTRAN
35 C
36 DIMENSIuN V(10920), LV(10920)1o 2(70), W(70), FREQ(70)o
37 * A( 70, 70), S( 70, 70), MH(10)
38 C
39 EQUIVALENCE (V(3691)S), (LV(36 1)PA)
40 C
41 DATA NITNOT / 5,6 /
'2 DATA KV, KA /
43 * 13920, 70 /
4 DATA NITERI, NITER2Z TOLZ. TULWZ/
'65 * 0o 1, ,E0 6, 1,E-'4/
46 DATA IFPRNT/1000/
97 1001 FORMAT (IOX .415)
48 1010 FORMAT (10X, EIOP)
'49 1020 FORMAT (12A6)
50 C
51 READ (NITClI0) NW
52 READ (NIT,1001) NU
53 READ (NIT,1010) SHIFT
54 READ (NITl0O01) MAXIT
55 READ (NIT,I020) IPUNCH
56 C
A2- 15





6,2 CALL WRITE fW2,NW9IZHiW2oKA)
63 CALL WRITE (W #NWoIojM* K~AJ
6#4 CALL fiRjTE (FREQN~,IQ~iFREw,KA1
6b CALL YORITE (NUTZ#5HMOUESoVvLVKV)
66 IF (NRSVTI *'GT, 0') CA6L oTAFE~ (W2*N*pIZHi2,KANRSVI
67 IF INRSTI 9(T# 0) CALL VsTAPt (FREQsNwuI,'$HFRE~,pCAqNRSVTL)
6tsIF (NIRSvTI G~To 3) CALL YWTAPE (j4UTZs,5HMOOESqVoLVqKV,NRSVTfl
69 CALL YUTOS (FREQiU1FN*,1,KAsIVLVKVNUT7)
70 IF ,IFTkAN .s.Q* 0) GO TO 1O0
71 REW1IND NUTTR
72 CALL YINI (NUTTRoMHo,,0)
73 NRT a Mh (I )
74 NCT a Mti(2)
75 CALL.YDISA (NUTZliNUTINC.TNAV.LV,KVNUT7I
76 CALL YMLJLT (NUTTR9NUTl*NUT2*VLVqKVpNUJT7)
77 REW)IND NUTL
78 CALL YINI (NUTZoNRM91,1)
79 NRTM =NRM -NCT t' NRT
80 CALL YZERO (NUT1,NRTMNW)
at CALL YASSEM (NUT211,NUTIV,LVKVNUTSNUT6,NUT7)
82 NCTPI a NCT + 1
83 NfRX = NRM - NCT
CALL YDISA (NUTZNCTVCI,1,NUT3,NIRXNWVLVKVNUT7I
85NKTPI NRT + I
86 CALL YAS.SEM (NUT3,NRTP,IlNUTIVLVKV,NUT5NUT6NUJT7)
87 CALL YgvNITE INUTl,6HTMUOLEbVLV#KV)
88 IF CNRSVTI *(jT* 0) CAL.L YWTAFE (NUTlv6HTMODES#VLV9KV)
89 IGO IF (NRSVT1 *GT* 0) CALL LTAPE (NRSVTI)
go IF IIPUNCH ei4E. 5HPUNCH ) RETrURNl
91CALL PUNCH (FREN,,4HEadKA)
92 CALL YPUNCH (NUTZ*SHMODE59V,LVO~V)








2 C PROGRAM TO CALL BASIC*
3 COMMON / ROTAPS / NUTEL,NUTAYZLNUTLTNUTSTtNUTMXNUTKXoNUTBX
4 DIMENSIUN XYZ(Z0003), JDOF(Z000,6) EUL(2000,3)
5 DATA KRX, KCX, KRJ, KCJ KEeE-KCE /
6 2000C 3, 2000, 6, 2000, 3 /
7 C








2 C OVERLAY PROGRAM TO REVAUQ EXTRA MA55 AND STIFFNESS MATRICL5 TO
3 C EXISTING MASS AND STIFFNESS MATRICES*
4 C
5 C *e*e************O***ot*** *************o*e*oe**
6 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAM.
7 C CALL READIM (IJVECslNCI)
8 C CALL YREAD (MASS MATRIX)
9 C - CALL YREAD (STIF MATRIX)
10 C RETURN
11 C
12 COMMON / BTAPET / NUTM,NUTKoNUTINUT2UTNUT34NUT X
13 DIMENSION V(12000)t LV(12000), .IJVEC(2000)
14 DATA KV, KIV /
IS * 12000 20 0 0 /
16 C READ IJVEC FOR EXTRA MeK MATRICLSo
17 CALL READIM (IJVECNRI,NCI,I,KIV)
18 DO 10 I=1,NCI
19 IF (IJVEC(1) ,NEo O) GO TO 20
20 10 CONTINUE
21 DO 15 I-=1NCI
22 15 IJVEC(I) = i
23 C READ EXTRA MASS MATRIX.
24 20 CALL YRLAD (NUTXAVILV$KVNUTI)
25 CALL YRLVAD (l0,NUTXIJVECIiVELNUTMVLVtKVNUT1INUTZNOT3NUT)
26 C READ EXTRA STIFFNESS MATRIX,
27 CALL YREAD (NUTXvVLV,KVNUTI)
28 CALL YREVAU (Ie.NUTX,IJVEC.IdVELNUTKVLVKV#NUTI ,NUT2NUT3,NUT4)
29 C CALL Y4RITE (NUTMSHMXTKA ,V,LVKV)








3 C OVERLAY PROGRAM TO REDUCE STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRIX*
9 C DOF TO BE REDUCED MUST B POSITIONED FIRST IN MATRIX,
5 C REDUCING TRANSFORMATION IS STORED ON NUTTR,
6 .C DEVELOPED 6Y WA BENFIELD, FEBRUARY 1974.
7 C
8 C *e*o****Oe***ee*9*0** eeo* '****** O********** **OO *O*****@****O*
9 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAM.
1L C NR FORMAT (IOX1l5 )
11 C CALL READIM (IJVECo, NCII)
12 C RETURN
13 C
Ii C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLESe
15 C NR a NUMBER OF RQW-CLS IN REDUCED MATRIX,
16 C IJvEC = IJVEC TO REARRANGE ROWS AND COLS BEFORE REDUCING9
17 C
18 COMMON /BTAPER / NUTMR,NUTKR,NUTTRNUTRINUTR2,NUTR3NUTR',NUTNR,
19 * NUTR6
20 COMMON / RTRANS / IFTRAN
21 C
22 DIMENSION V(1000O0) LV(10000)
23 DIMENSION IVI(3O00C) IV2(3000)
29 C
2b DATA NIT, NOT / 5# 6 7
26 DATA KV / 10000 /
27 DATA KIV / 3000 /
26 C
29 1001 FORMAT (6(10oX 15))
30 2001 FORMAT I/// 20X14HOVERLAY REuUCL,
31 I // 10X42HNUMBER OF ROWS AND COLS BEFORE HEDUCING 9 o15,
32 * / IOX42HNUMBER OF ROWS AND COLS AFTER REDUCINGo ,IS
33 00 10 1-1,KIV
31 10 IV2(I) = I
36 C READ NUMBER OF ROWS IN REDUCED MATRIX.
37 READ (NIT,1001) NR
38 REWIND NUTKR
39 CALL YINI (NUTKR,NRK,,1)I
40 CALL PAGEHD
41 WRITE (NOTo201O) NRK, NR
42 C
43 C READ REARRANGING IVEC.
44 CALL READIM (IVINRI,4CI,1,KIV)
1S DO 12 I1tl NCI
96 IF (IVI(I) oNE. 0) GO TO 17
47 12 CONTINUE
'b DO 15 I=I1NCI
49 15 IVI(I) = I
50 C
51 C REARRANGE MASSp STIFF, AND TRANS (IF ANY) MATRICES.
52 17 CALL YZERO (NUTRIeNRKNRK)
53 CALL YZERO (NUTR2,NRK,NRK)
59 CALL YREVAD (1I0,NUTMRIVIIV1iNUTRI,V,LVKVNUTR2,NUTH3NUTRQ
SS * NUTRS)
56 CALL YREVAD (1O0,NUTKRIlVIIVINUTR2,VLVKVNUTR3NUTRsNUTR5
A2-19
b7 NUTMR)
58 IF (IFTIkAN *EQ' 0) Go TO 2C
59 REWIND NUTTR
60 CALL YINI (NUTTRLVS,2)
61 CALL YZLRO (NUT3tLVklULV(2))
62 CALL YREVAD (1.O,NUTTR,,IVItVINUTR3,VLVKVNUTR4NuTRSNUTMkI
63 *NUIKR)
6'4 20 CALL YSrKEO2 (NUTR2,NUTKf~,tUTTRNFIVLVKVNUTR4.NUIR5,NUTR6I
65 NUTMR)
66 CALL YARITE (NUTTR,ZHTR ,v#LV*KV)
67 CALL YVVI.ITE (NLITK2flMKR ,VsL.V,KV)
68 IF (IFTR~AN .t0. 0) GaO TO 3C
69 CALL YMULTB (NUTiR3,NUTTN,VLV,KVoNUTR'INUTRS)
70 CALL YVAI TL (NUT TR,6HMUL fTR VVLV9KV )
7130 CALL Yt3IAS INUTR~,NUTTRpNUTMvLVKVNUTR41NUTf5)









3 C OVLRLAY PROGRAM T O SAVE MASS, STIFFNESS. AND REDUCING TANSFORMATIw
N
9 C MAIRICES ON FORMA LIBRARY TAPE*
5 C DEVELOPED bY IA BLNFIELU FEBRUARY 197~9
6 C
7 C ********* *e*******o ******o
8 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAM.
9 C NAMEMNAMEKNAMET  FORMAT (3Ab)
1C C RETURN
ii C
12 C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLESe
13 C NAMEN = NAME OF MASS MATRIX TO USL ON FORMA TAPE.
14 C 6H v MASS IS NUT WRITTEN UN FORMA TAPE.
15 C NAML.K NAME OF STIF MATRIX TO USE ON FORMA TAPE-
16 C = 6 STIF 15 NOT vRITTEN UN FORMA TAPEL
17 C NAMET = NAME OF TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 10 USE OiN FORMA APE*
18 L a 6m .TRANSFORMATION 15 NOI RITTEN ON FORmA IAPE,
19 C
20 COMMON / BTAPES / NUTt5,NUTKS,NUTT5
21 COMMON / RESTAP / NRSVTI
.22 COMMON / RTRANS / IFTRAN
23 C
2A DIMENSION V(15000), LV(15000)
25 C
26 DATA KV / 15UO /
27 OATA NIT, NOT 1 5t 6 /
26 C
29 I 01 FORMAT (12A6)
3C C
31 READ (NIT,10T1) NAMEIM,NAMi(K,NAMLT
32 IF (NAMLM *NE* 6H ) CALL YOTAPE (NUTMSoAMEMVLVKV*NbvilI)
33 IF (NAMLK ,NE, 6H ) CALL YVTAPE (NUTKS1NAMEK,V,LVKVvNRSVT1)
34 IF (IFTKAN *NE* 0 oAND. NAMLI *NE. 6H J CALL YWIAPt (NUITS,
35 * NAMETVLVKVNRSVTi)








3 C OVERLAY PROGRAM TO COMBINE SUBSTRUCTURE MASS AND STIFFNESS MATRICEb
4 C TOGETHER.
5 C DEVELOPEU BY oA 6ENFIELD, FEBRUARY 197'4.
6 C
7 C ****O**O*O *****
6 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS PROGRAM.
9 C NSUBS FORMAT (I0XOlS)
10 C NR FORMAT (1OX,S)
II C NTRAN FORMAT (Ab)
12 C 00 30 K=INsUBS
13 C NSRC / FORMAT (OA,1)
14 C CALL YREAD (MASS MATRIX)
15 C 30 CALL YREAD (STIF MATRIX)
16 C IF (NTRAN *Ew, 6HTRANS ) CALL YNEAD (TRANS MATRIX)
17 C RETURN
19 C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES.
20 C NSUBS = NUMBER OF SUBSTRUCTURES TO BE READ IN.
21 C NR = NUMBER OF ROW-COLS IN TOTAL MASS-STIF MATRICES.
22 C NTRAN = OPTION TO READ IN TRANSFORMATION MATRIX.
23 C = 6hTRANS * TRANSFORMATION MATRIA IS READ IN*
24 C = 6HNOTRAN, TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 15 NOT READ IN.
25 C NSNC = START ROW-COL TO ASSEMBLE SUBSTRUCTURE iNTO.
26 C
27 COMMON / 87APEP / NUTMPNUTKP,NUTTPNUTIPNUT2PNUT3PNUTPONUTSP
2d COMMON / RTRANS / IFTRAN
29 C
30 DIMENSION V(l10000, Lg(10000)
31 DIMENSION IVI(3000)
32 C
33 DATA NIT, NOT / 5p 6 /
34 DATA KV / 10000 /
35 DATA KIV / 3000 /
36 C
37 I0c 1 FORMAT (6(IOXIS))
36 1002 FORMAT (12A6)
39 C
'0 C READ NUMBER OF SUBSTRUCTURES TO COMBINE TOGETHER,
41 READ (NITI001) NSUBS
4;2 C
43 C READ NUMBER Of HOA-COLS IN FINAL MATRIX, AND IF TRANSFORMATION WILL
4, C BE INPUT.
45 READ (NITe001) NR
46 READ (NIT92OGZI NTRAN
'47 CALL YZERO (NUTMPNRNR)
Li CALL YZLRO (NUTKPoNRNR)
49 D0 30 K=1,NSUBS
50 C
51 C READ STARTING ROW-COL NUMBER TO ASSEMBLE SUBSTRUCTURE INTO.
52 READ (NITlO1001 NSRC
53 IF (NSUBS *EWe I *ANo, NSRC *EQ* 1) GO TO '40
4 D00O 10 lI=,NR
55 10 IVI(J) = NSRC * I - I
56 C
A2-22
57 C READ SUBSTRUCTURE MASS MATRIA °
58 CALL YREAD (NUTIPV,LVKVPNUT2P)
59 CALL YRLVAD ( .ONUTIPV1isIVI,NUTMPV,LV,LKVNUT2PNUTJPtUTP,
60 * NUTSP)
61 C
62 C READ SUBSTRUCTURE STIFF MATRIX&
63 CALL YREAD (NUTIPSV,LVKVNUT2P)
61 CALL YRLVAU (I*0,NUTIP,IVI,|IvNUTKPV,LVKVtNUTZPNUT3PNUTP,
650 f NUTSP)
66 30 CONTINUL
67 CCCCC CALL YAKITE (NUTKP,6HTOTSTFVLVKV)
66 CCCCC CALL YWRITE (NUTMP,6MTOTMASvLVIKV)
69 60 TO 50
70 40 CALL YREAU (NUTMP,VLVKV,NUT2P)
71 CALL YREAD (NUTKPV,LVKV.NUT2P)
72 C
73 C READ TRANSFORMATION MATKIX (IF ANY).
74 SO IF (NTRAN *NE, 6HTRANS ) RETURN
75 CALL YREAD (NUTIPjV,LVKVNuT2~)








•3 C S~BROUTINE XYZJAG (NUTEL,NUTAYZ)
9 C
b DIMENSION XYL( 12003),EULI(12o0,)iJDOF(i12006)
6 DIMENSION ICONF(1500,),ICONS(2 00,o4) .iCON((2CO.)
7 DIMENSION XYZB(200,3)jEUL8(200j3 )
b DIMENSION R8(20)#AI(20),eXO20),NP INTS(20),NELEMI(Z0).AOI(20)
9 DIMENSION ANS(O0)oAN6iII)oINTG(2)
10 C





16 DATA AN6/6HRETURNF6UIU ,6MGRAVTY,6H ,6HTKNGL g6hWUAO 9
17 * 6HMl @6HMZ ,6rKI ,6HK2 ,6HCNST 1,
16 * AN/5HRO ,5SHBLKM ,5HGX SHMGVY .SHGVZ ,SHE IbHNU






25 1001 FORMAT (1615)
26 1I02 FORMAT (8F0.0)
27 1003 FORMAT (8AIG)
26 3001 FORMAT LAb)
29 3002 FORMAT (SA6,QX))
30 3003 FORMAT (3(A5,E10*3))
31 3O0 FORMAT (41 5 ,3E10 .3)
32 3005 FURMAT (SI5,3E0.3)
33 3006 FORMAT (915)
3, 5001 FORMAT (lC(/)
35 * IbXv 2ZHRAUIUS OF THE SPmERE u, F10.3,//
36 * 15X# 22H FLUID MASS DENSITY = F00.7,//
37 * 15XS 22H BJLK MODULUS =, FI 3//
38 9 ISX, 22m GVA *, F10.3//
39 * 15Xs 22H GVY = FI0*.3//
'40 15X§ 22H GVL no FIC*3,//
41 * 15X, 22HBLAODER MASS DENSITY a, FIO,7//
42 * 15X, 22H E =, FI 43,//
43 * 15X 22H NU =, F10o,7//
44 * 15As 22H BLADER THICKwES. a, F10o7)
45 5C02 FORMAT (10(/)
46 * 15X, 22H NCIH m, 15,//
S47 15X* 22H NRBAY 1a IS)
'b C
49 ------------------------------------------ ------------------ --------------------
SD C
51 C I N P U T S ---------------
52 C
53 C kEAO (5,10C2) R (8F10G)1
54 C REAO (5,1002) RHOF,BLKM,CVX,GVYGVZ (48F10.O)
55 C READ (S,ICL2) RHOBLUDEBLDoANUBLU.TBLO (8FI0*0)
56 C REA (5,1001) NCIRNRBAY (1615)
A2-24
57 C CALL READ (AI,NRAINCAI,KB) (5 OF THEM)
58 C CALL READ (Ra,NRRoNCR,1Kl ) (l X NRBAY)
59 C CALL READIM (NPINTS. NRN,NCN,I, 8) (1 X (NRBAY+*1)
60 C CALL READIM (NELEMIvNRENCEisK6) (I X NRBAY)
61 C READ (5,102) (AX(I) ,I=INPI) (BFIO00)
62 C READ (5,1002) IXOI(1)t,II,NP2) (8F10.0)
63 C DO 200 II2,NRBAY
64 C READ (S,1002) (XOI(KI,K=INPI) (BFIO,0)
65 C 200 CONTINUE
66 C READ (5,3002) ELMIDIELMID2 (S(A6q4X))
67 C READ (5,3002) ELMIDI,ELM1D2 (5(A6,~X))
68 C 00 500 II=3,NRBAY1
69 C READ (5,3002) ELMIDi,ELMID2 (5(A6,AX))
70 C 500 CONTINUE
71 C
72 C --------------- =---------------------------------
73 C
71 C E X P L A N A T I O N S .---.......
75 C
76 C- AI=COEFFICIENTS OF THE FREE SURFACE POLYNOMIAL.
77 C- RaRADIUS OF THE SPHERE.
78 C- NcIR=NOoOF CIRCUMFERENTIAL PTS, AROUND THE MODELo
79 C- NRBAY=NOoRADIAL BAYS IN THE MODEL.
.80 C- RBaRADIAL BAY RADII
81 C- THETAI=TOTAL MODEL ANGLE (=18000)
82 C- NPOINTSONOOF POINTS ON EACH VERTICAL LINE IN THE PLANE.(VECTOR)
83 C- XO=XO-5 FOR FOR THE CENTERLINE.
84 C- XOIaX-VALUES IN EACH VERTICAL LINE IN THE PLANE (NOU.NPOINTS)
85 C- (NOTE&POINTS ON SPHERE AND bLADDER ARE REPLACED BY ACTUAL
86 C- CALCULATED VALVES). STARTING FROM IN EXCEPTING CENTLINLe
67 C- ELMIDI=FIRST ELEMENT~FROM BOTTOM) FOR THE ANNULAR SPACE 10D
88 C- ELMID=ZLAST ELEMENTtFROM BOTTOM) FOR THE ANNULAR SPACE ID,
89 C PENTA=PENTAHEDRON
90 C HEXA=HEXAHEORON
91 C- NELEMI=NOoOF ELEMENTS IN EACH BAY (PLANER MODEL) (VECTOR)
92 C
93 C
9q C- BLADDER 1S SUPPOSED TO BE ATTACHED AT DIAMETRAL PLANE
95 C
96 C
97 C- RHOF=MASS DENSITY OF THE FLUID
98 C- BLKM=BULK MODULUS FOR THE FLUID
99 C- GVX=GRAVITY ACCELERATION IN X-DIRECTION
100 C- GVY=GRAVITY ACCELERATION IN Y-DIHECTION
101 C- GVZ=GRAVITY ACCELERATION IN Z-DIRECTION
102 C- RHOBLD=MASS DENSITY QF THE BLADDER
103 C- EBLD=YOUNG-S MODULUS FOR THE BLADDER.
IO1 C- ANUBLD=POISSON-S RATIO FOR THE BLADDER
105 C- TBLD=THICKNESS OF THE BLAUDER
106 C
107 C-NOTLETHE TOP ELEMENTS IN THE FIRST ANNULAR SPACE HAVE TO BE TETRAS.
108 C






1l1 PI a ATAN2(0@0o-lo0)
115 RADDEG = ATAN2(.*0,10) / 45.0
116 C
117 C- INITIALIZE SOME VARIABLES REQUIRED
118 C
119 NDP a 0






126 CALL ZEO (XYZKX3,oKX)
127 CALL ZERO (XYZBoKS,39KS)
128 CALL ZERO (EUL,KX,3,KA)
129 CALL ZERO (EUL8sKS,3,KS)
130 DO 20 1=1,1500
131 DO 20 Jol,8
132 20 ICONF(IJ) = 0
133 00 30 I=I,KS
131 00 30 J=1,8
135 ICONS(1,J) = 0
136 30 ICON(e,J) = 0
137 C
136 C- READ IN DATA
139 C
140 READ (5,1002) R
141 READ (5,1002) RHOFPBLKMeGVXGVYVZ
142 READ (5,1002) RHOBLDEBLOANUBLTBL
143 C
14 READ (5,1001) NCIRDNRBAY
1'5 C
1'6 WRITE (6,5001) R,RHOFBLKMo~VX(VYGVL,HOBLDELDUANUbLUDTbLD
147 WRITE (bs5002) NCIR,NRBAY
148 C
1q9 CALL READ (AI,NRAoNCAI,KB)
150 CALL READ (Rb,NRRpNCRotKB)
151 CALL READIM (NPINTS, NRNNCN1,K8)
152 CALL READIM (NELEMIpNRE,NCElKb)
153 C
151 NCIRI = NCIR - 1
155 ANCIR = NCIR
156 ANCIRI a NCIkI
157 THETAT a PI
158 THETAD = THETAT / ANCIRI
159 NDV2 0 NCIRI
160 NO a NCIRI / 2
161 NQI a N I1
162 NG2 = NQ + 1
163 C
164 C TOTAL NO, OF FLUID PUJNTSe
165 NTPF a 0
166 00 15 K=2,NCN
167 15 NTPF, = NTPF + NPINTS()
168 NTPF 0 (NTPFoNCIRI + NPINTS(I)
169 C- POINTS IN THE FIRST ANNULAR SPACE
170 NPI * NPINTS(I)
A2-26
171 NP2 aNPINTS(2)
172 R~EAD (5,10021 (XO(I) pl-IoNPI)
1764 YI .
176 XBI R - SQiRT(R*2-Y1*2)
177 Do +.
17 b) A AI (I + AI(2)*YI + A11,3)oy1*Z AI1')*Y1**3
179 AT) R + SWRT(He*2-Yj**2) ~*
1a1 YZ a iR8 I
182 XB2 = R - SQRTUR**2-Y2**2)
183 *2 a 0.0
1814 vv2r A I( I AIUZ),Y2 + AU(3I*YZ*0Z * ALLflY 3 *AIISJ*Y2?*'f
lb5 XT2 . R + SQRT(Ro*2'12**2) - W2
186C
167 xU (1) X81~
188 AO INPI) - XT)
189 XI(Ii = X82
190 XOI(NP2Z? a XT2
1I YI c
192 NUP8 aI
193 C- FIRST POINT OF THE MODEL
19'4 NDI = NO + I
195 JUOF01,1) 0ND
196 EUL (1#3) 0 (P1/2.03 / RAUDLG
197 C- ALL OTHLRiS IN THE FIH$T 6AYe
198 NDP a I
399 U0 60 1alNP2
200 THETA a 090
20 1 10 80 Jul ,NCIR
202 14DP = NUP + I
203 XYZ(NDP,1) r XO1(I)
2U4 xYz(NVP1Z) a Rb(1? 0 COS(THLTA)
20b XYZ(NDP,3) aR641) 0 SIN(THETA)
206 IF (IeNE9NP INTS(2)) 40 TO 6!a
207 EUL(NUPo1) a ATAN2(AY4(NLP,3),AYZ(NDP#2) / fRAUEG
208 EULINDP#2) -0.0
209 IF (j ,(aTo 1) GOC TO 62
210 TERM =(*42 - XYZ(NP,2).02)
211 IF (AbS(TEFRM) *LT* EPS) 1)EG = -90.0
212 IF (AbS(TERI4) .LTo EPS) GO TU 82
213 TLRMI (1.0/2*0) 0 (R**2 -xyZ(NUP,21@@2) 8(-095)
2114* (-2e0*xyZ(NUP921)
215 *-(AU( 2 ) + 2e0*A1(3)*XYL(NDP,2j # 3s0.AI14)*lAYL1NUP,2)**k
216 + '4.AI()xyZ(NDP,2)#*3)
217 DEG = ATANITLRMI) / bHADDLG
218 82 CONTINUL
219 LUL(NUP,3) a -909C.- DEG
220 C C
221 14DP6 a NOP8 + 1
222 Xy~ta(NUPBol) X YZ(14UP,1)OIG
223 XYZ6(NUVB,Z) X YZ(NLUpI2) PO Lp"
22'* AYi8(NOt,8,3i XYZ(NUP93) ,J.j
2 2! LOL6(N1)Pb,1) u LUL(NUP,1I
226 EU~b(NDt'8,2) = EULfNijpt2)
227 LULBCNDpb,3) = EUL(NOP,3)
A2-27
228 65 CONTINUL
229 IF (L.NEI.) GO TO 66
230 EUL(NOPI1 = ATANZ(XYZ(NDOP3),XYZ(NDP2lJ / RADDEG
231 EUL(NDP31 = -ASIN((2 4 O(XYZ(NDP*)-R)l /
232 1 (*0*(XY4tNPI-R)*I**2 '.O*XYZ(NDP 3)*9 2 +
233 2 40*eXYZ(NOP2)**e2)*0*e5) / RADDEG
234 IF (, *To NW2) GO TU 79
235 IF (joL*E( *ORe JoEQoNQ2) GO TO 76
236 NO = ND + I
237 JDOF(NOPI,) = ND
238 &D = ND + I
239 JDOF(NDp,3) a ND
20 GO TO 79
241 76 CONTINUE
242 IF (J * EQ* 1) KD =
293 IF (J oEQ. NW2) KD = 3
294 No a NO + 1
295 JDOF(NDP#KD) = ND
2%6 G0 TO 79
297 66 CONTINU'
2zq IF (J *GTo Nw21 GO TO 79
299 IF (jeEweI GOR* JoEoNGZI) GO TO 75
250 ND = ND + I
251 JDOF(NDPI) = NO
252 ND a ND * 1
253 JDOF(NOPo2) = NO
254 NO = ND + 1
255 JDOF(NDPo3) = ND
266 GO TO 79
257 75 CONTINUE
258 IF (J oNE. I) GO TO 77
259 ND = ND + I
260 JDOF(NDPo) * ND
261 ND = NO + 1
262 JDOF(NUP,2) = NU
263 GO TO 79
269 77 CONTINUE
265 IF (I sNEs NP2) KD =
266 IF (I LEWo NP2) KD = 3
267 ND x ND + I
268 JOOF(NDPKU) = ND
269 79 CONTINUE
270 THETA = THETA + THETAG
271 80 CONTINUE
272 IF (1 *uL. I e.R* I *E,* NP2 GO TO 1082
273 NOP U NDP - NCIR
271 Ni = NOP
275 N2 = NOP NOV2 2
276 C
277 NJl NI + 1
278 N2 = N2 - I
279 JDOF(N2,1) a -JUOF(NI,|.)
280 JDOF(N2,2) = JDOF(N162)
261 C
282 U0 81 J = Q)N I
283 N) = Ni + I
289 N2 = N2 - 1
A2-28
26b C
286 JDOF(N2,I) = -JDOF(NIol)
287 JDOF(NZ,2) = JDOF(NI,2)
288 JDOF(N2,3) = -JDOF(NI,3)
289 81 CONTINUt
290 GO TO 1089
291 1082 CONTINUE
292 C
293 NDP = NUP - NCIR
299 Ni a NDP
295 N2 a NOp + NOV2 + 2
296 C
297 NI NI  1
298 NZ a N2 " I
299 JDOF(N2,) a -JDOF(NBiI)
300 JDOF(,N2,2) a -JDOOFNI*2)
301 C
302 00 1083 J = IlNQI
303 NJ = NJ + I
30% N2 a N2 - I
305 C
306 JDOF(N2,1) U -JPOF(NLo,)
307 JDOF(N2,ZI a -JUOF(Ni,2)





313 NDP a NOP * NCIR
319 C- CENTERLINE POINTS
315 NDP = NuP + i
316 XYZ(NDP,1) a x0(+I1)
317 ND a ND * 1
318 JDOF(NDPZ) a ND
319 60 CONTINUE
320 C-- FOR THE TOP POINT (TOUVCHING LADDER)
321 JOOF(NOP9l) a JOOF(NUP,2)
322 JDOF(NOP92) a 0
323 AYZB(1,I) = XYZ(NDPIL
324 EULB(L93) = (-P1/2*0) / RADDEG
325 C
326 EUL(NDP,31 B EULB(Io3
327 C- ALL OTHER NOUE POINTS STARTING FROM SECOND BAY OUTwARDSo
328 C
329 00 200 II=2,iRBAY
330 NPI a NPINIS(II+1)
331 READ (5,1002) (XOI(K),Kal,NFI)
332 Y = RB(lI)
333 XB R - SWRT(R**2-Ye*2)
33% = e0C
335 W e AlI() * AI(2)*Y + AI(3)*Y*2 + AI(l)*Yoe 3 + Al(5)*eY*e
336 AT R + SQRT(Re*2-Y*f2) -
337 XOI(I) a X8
338 XOI(NPI) = XT
339 C
3Q0 0U 120 I=IsNPI
341 THETA = 090
A2-29
34 2 DO 140 J=1,NCIR
343 NDP = NLP * 1
344 XYZNDP,1) = XO1(1)
315 XYZ(NDP,2) a RB(II)*CQS(THETA
346 AYZ(NDP,3) = R8(II)*SIN(THETA)
3'47 IF (INE*.NPINTS(11+1) ) GO TO 125
3148 EUL(NDP,I) a ATAN2(XYZNDP,3)pXYZ(NDP2)j} / RADDEG
349 EUL(NDP,2) = 0*0
350 IF (J GT. 1) GO TU 122
351 TERM = (R*2 - AYZ(NOPs2f**2
352 IF (ASS(TERM) oLTe EPS) DEG = -90,0
353 IF (ABS(TERM) oLT* EPS) GO TO 122
354 TERIM = (1.0/2*0) * (H**2 -XYz(NDP2)**2) ** -0*5)
355 * (-2.O*AYZ(NOP2j)
356 * - IAl(2) + 2.O*AI(3)eXYZ(NDP,2J + 3*0*AI(leAYZ(NUP 2 Z357 * * 4O**AI(5)XAYZ(NDPZ)**3)
358 OEG = ATAN(TERMI) / RADDEG
359 122 CONTINUL
360 EUL(NUP,3) a -90*0 - DEG
361 C
362 NOPB = NDPB + 1
363 XYZB(NDPBI) = XAZ(NDpl)
364 xYZB(NDPB,2) = XYZ(NUPZ)
365 XYZB(NDpB,3) = XYZ(NOp,3)
366 LULB(NUPBl) a EUL(NDp9,)
367 EULB(NDpB,2) = EUL(NDZ2)
368 EULb(NDPB,3) a EUL(N R,3)
369 125 CONTINUE
370 IF (IoNEe l) Go TO 126
371 EUL(NDP,1) = ATANZ(XYZ(NOP,3),XYZ(NOP,2 )) / RADOEG
372 EUL(NDP,3) = -ASIN((2 4C(XYZ(NP,)L#I)) /373 1 (9 .3*(XYa(NoP,1)-R)**2 + 0*XYZ(NOPP3)**2
37 2 '40 *XYZINDP,2)**2)e***5) / RADDEG
375 IF Id *tTo N 2 )'GO TO 139
376 IF (J.*EwqI OR* JEs.NQ2) GO TO 136
377 ND = NO + 1
376 JOOF(NOP,1) = NO
379 NJO a NO + I
380 JDOOF(NOp,3) = ND
381 GO TO 139
362 136 CONTINUE
383 IF (J 9 EQ. 1) KuO 1
384 IF (J *LOQ NQ2) KD 3
385 NO a NO + I
3t6 JDOF(NODPKO) = NO
387 GO TO 139
388 126 CONTINUL
389 IF ( *,GT9 NQ2) GO TO 139
390 IF (J*EEW. .OR* J*ENW2)1 GO TO 135
391 NO a ND + 1
392 JDOF(NDPt) = No
393 ND a ND + 1
394 JUOF(NDP,2) = ND
39S ND a NOD +
396 JOOF(NOP,3) a ND
397 Go To 139
398 135 CUNTINUE
A2-30
399 IF (J vNE . 1) GU TO 137
40 ND = NU * 1
401 JDOF(NDPl1) = ND
402 N OD ND + 1
403 J00F(NOPs2) = NO
404 GO TO 139
40S 137 CONTINUE
406 IF (1 eNE. NPI) KD a 2
407 IF (I oEQ. NPI) KO a 3
4c8 N a ND + 1
A409 JOOF(NOPKD) = ND
10. 139 CONTINUE
'11 THETA = THETA + THETAU
412 1I0 CONTINUE
413 IF (I EWo. 1 *OR. I .EQ. NPI) GO TO 1122
419 NDP a NDP - NCIR
'415 NI = NDP
416 N2 = NDP + NUV 2 + 2
417 C
S18 NI a NI + l
q19 N2 a N2 - I
420 JDOF(N2,I) = -JDOF(NI,1)
421 JUOF(NZ,2) a JDOFINI,2)
422 c WQ(923 C D 141 J N 1NI OI PA424 NJ . NJ +1 P0 OOl Q
425 N2 a N2 - I
'426 C
q27 JDOF(NI) = -JuOF(NI,l)
928 JDOF(N2,2) = JDOF(N1i2)
429 JDOF(N2s3) = -JOOF(N1,3)
930 41 CONTINUE
431 GO To 1124
432 1122 CONTINUE
433 C
434 NOP = NOP - NCIR
'435 NI = NDP
436 NZ = NOp * NDV2 + 2
437 C
438 NJ = NI + 1
439 N2 = N2 - 1
440 JDOF(N2,1) a -JDOF(Nl,1j
441 JOOF(N2o2) = -JOOF(NI2)
q42 C
1443 ' D 1123 J a INWI
4'4 NJ = NI * 1
'q5 N2 = N2 1I
446 C
447 JDOF(N2e) a -JOFINil)
498 JOOF(N2,2) = =U00F(NI,2)





454 NI m NI J 1






'60 CALL WRITE (xYZLNDP,3,3HXYZKX)
961 CALL WRITE (EULpNDP,3,5HEULLRKA)
462 CALL WRITE (XYZB,NDPB,3,4HXYZLBKS)
963 CALL WRITE (EUL8,NDP83,6HEULERbKS)
464 CALL WRITIM (JDOFgNDP,6,'HJDuF,KX)
656 C- BRING XYZXYZB AND EU.,EULB TOGETHER ALSO ADD THE JDUFb.
466 C
'67 DO 210 I=1sNDPB
'68 NDPA = NDP + I
'69 00 220 J=1s3
470 XYZ(NDPAoJ) a YZLB(IJ)
'71 '220 EUL(NDPAJ) = EULB(IJd)
472 210 CONTINUE
'73 C- JDOF TABLE (TOP CENTER POINT)
714 NOP = NUP + 1
'75 NCNR = (NPINTS (2))*NCIR + N4INTS (1)
'76 ND = ND + I
477 JDOF(NDPOl) a NO
78 C- ALL OTHER POINTS ON THE bLADDER (ON THL FIRST bAY)
479 NCNR = NCNR - NCIR - L
'80 DO 230 I=1sNCIR
$81 NCNR = NCNR + 1
482 NOP = NOP * 1
683 JDOF(NDPZ) * JOOF(NCNR,2)
48# IF (I *wT. NW2) GO TO 230
'985 IF (1.Ewo.1 OR IoEQ*.4Q2) GO TO 225
'86 ND = NO o L
'4b7 JDOF(NDPI) = ND
q'88 NO = NO + 1
989 JOOF(NDP,3) = ND
g90 GO TO 230
491 225 CONTINUE
492 IF (I oEQ 1) NO a ND + 1
993 IF (I *EQ. 1) JDOFINDPJI) NO
499 IF (I *L'. NQ2) NDO ND + 1
995 IF (1 *LE* NW2) JDOFINDP,3) = ND
496 230 CONTINUE
497 NCNR = NCNR + I - NCIR
498 NDP = NDP - NCIN
499 NI = NDp
500 N2 a NDp + NOV 2 + 2
501 C
502 NI = NI + 1
503 N2 = N2 -I
504 JOOF(N2,1) = -JOOF(NIII
505 JOUF(N2Z2) = -JDOF(NL,2)
506 C
507 DU 231 1 = I,NQI
508 NI =NI + 1
509 N2 = N2 - 1
510 
511 JOuF(NZ,l) = -JDOF(N11)
512 JDOFIN2f2) = -JDOF(NI,2)
A2-32
513 JDOF(N2,3) * JDOF(NI,3)
519 231 CONTINUE
515 C
516 NI = NI + I
517 NDP = NOP +,NCIR
518 C
519 C- ALL OTHER BLADDER POINTS EXCLPT THE LAST QNE.
520 NRBAYI a NRBAY - I
521 UO 250 KK=2,NRBAYI
522 NCNR = NCNR + NPINTS (KK+I) * NCIR
523 00 290 IlIoNCIR
524 NCNR = NCNR + 1
525 NOP = NDP + 1
526 JDOF(NDP,2) a JDOF(NCNR,Z)
527 IF (I .GT. NW2) GO TO 290
528 IF (IoEW*. *OR* IeEQ. NG2) 60 TU 295
529 NO = ND + I
530 JDOF(NDP1l) = NU
531 ND = ND + 1
532 JDOF(NDP,3) = ND
533 GO TO 2 0
534 245 CONTINUE
535 IF (I *EQo 1) ND = NO + 1
536 IF (I *EQ. 1) JDOF(NUPel) = ND
537 IF (I *EQo NQ2) ND = ND + 1
538 IF (I eEQ. NQ2) JDOFE(DP,3) = ND
539 2 40 CONTINUE
5 0  N CNR NCNR - NCIR
541 NDP = NOP - NCIR
542 NJ = NDp
543 N2 = NDp + NOV 2 + 2
549 4 C
5445 N1 . N1 + 1
-5'6 N2 a NZ - 1
597 JDOF(N2I,) = -JDOF(N il)
54 JDOF(N2,2) = -JDOF(NI,2)
5449 C
550 DO 2q1 = I,NQ1
551 NI = NI + 1
552 N2 a N2 - I
553 C
559 JDOF(NZl) = -JDOF(N1,ll
555 JOF(N2,2) a -JDOF(NI,2)
556 JDOF(N2,3) = JDOF(NI43)
557 241 CUNTINUE
558 C
559 NDP = NOP + NCIR
560 250 CONTINUE
561 C
562 C- TAKE CARE OF THE LAST POINT wITH NO VO*oF.
563 NDP = NUP + NCIR
564 C
565 C- FOR ROTATIONAL DOF AT THE BLADDER POINTS
566 C
567 NDP = NOP - NDPb
568 NDP m NDP 1
569 00 260 KK=1,NRBAYI
A2-33
573 0D 270 1=1,sN2
571 IF (I 9EQo NQ2) GO TO 261
572 IF (I *NE, 1) GO TO 262
573 NDP = NDP + I
571 ND = ND + 1
575 JDOUF(NDP,6) ND
576 GO TO 270
577 262 CONTINUE
578 NDP NDP 1
579 ND = ND + 1
580 JOOF(NDP,4) * NO
581 ND = ND + 1
582 JDOF(NDPIS) a ND
583 ND = ND + 1
584 JDOF(NDPe6) 1 ND
585 (0 TO 270
586 26 CONTINUE
587 NDP 6 NDP + 1
588 ND = ND + 1
589 JDOF(NDPt) = ND
590 ND = ND * 1
591 JDOF(NDPS5) = ND
592 270 CONTINUL
593 NDP a NDP - N2Q
599 NJ = NOP
595 N2 = NDP + NDVZ-+ 2
596 C
597 NJ = NI + 1
598 N2 N2 - I
599 JDOF(N2, ) a JUOF(NI,4)
600 JUOF(N2,5) = JDOF(NIp5)
601 JOOF(N2,6) = -JDOF(NI46)
602 C
603 DO 271 I = I1,NW
60'4 NI = NI 1
605 NZ = N2 - I
606 C
607 JDOF(N2,4) = JDOF(Nl)
60b JDOF(N2,5) = JDOF(NI,5)
609 JDOF(N2,6) = -JDOF(NI,6)
610 271 CONTINUL
611 C




616 CALL WRITE (XYLsNPAs3,3HXYZKX)
617 CALL WRITE (EUL,NDPAp3,SHEULERKX)




622 "RITE (NUTAYZ) NDPANCX,NUPA0NCJ#NDPANCX
623 ORITE(NOTXYZ) ((JDOF(IJ) ,I=1I NDPA)sJwlNCJ)
62' ORITE (NUTXYZ) (( XYZ(I,J)I =1sNDPA)I=1,NCX)
625 4RITE (NUTXYZ) (( EUC( ,JI) =1 NDPA)IJia ,NCX)
626 C
A2-34
627 C- ELEMENTS IN THE FIRST BAY
628 C PLNTAS
629 NJ a I
630 NCOUNT = NELEMI{l) - I
631 00 310 I-lINCOUNT
632 NJ = NJ + NCIR + 1
633 NI a NJ
634 N2 a NJ + 1
635 N3 = NJ
636 N a= NJ - NCIR - I
637 N5 = NJ - NCIR
638 N6 a NJ - NCIR - 1
639 00 320 J=1,NCIRl
690 NEL * NEL + 1
641 N2 a N2 + 1
642 N3 a N3 + 1
643 N5 a NS + I
6 ' N6 a N6 + 1
64' ICONF(NCLoI) = NI
6'6 ICONF(NLL,2) = N2
6 7 ICONF(NEL,3) a N3
648 ICONF(NLL9) = N4
649 ICONF(NELS) a N5
651 ICONF(NEL,6) = N6
651' 320 CONTINUJ
652 310 CONTINUE
653 C TETRA (TOP)
654 NJ = NJ + NCIR +1
655 N4 = NJ
656 N1 a NJ - NCIR -1
657 N2 = NI
658 NBI = NTPF + 1
659 NB2 = NtI
660 DO 330 I1I,NCIR
661 NEL a NEL + 1
662 N2 = N2 + 1
663 N3 = NZ + I
66 . ICONF(NELl) a NI
665 ICONF(NEL,2) = N2
666 ICONF(NLL,31 = N3
667 ICONF(NEL0 4 ) a N
668 NEL5 a NELS + 1
669 ICONS(NELSsI) * N9
670 ICONSINELSo2) a N2
671 ICONS(NLLSo3) a N3
672 NELB = NELb + 1
673 NB2 =, NB2 + 1
674 N63 a Nb2 + I
675 ICONB(NEL8o1) = NBI
676. ICONB(NELB,2) = N82
677 ICONB(NELB31 = NB3
678 330 CONTINUE
679 NJ = NJ - (NCIRI1)
680 NJ = NJ - (NCIR+1) * NCOUNT
681 NJI = NJ
682 NJ2 = NPINTS (1) 4 (NEINTS (2)*NCIR)
683 C
A2-35
684 C. READ IN THE doTTOM AND TOP ELEMENTS IDENTIFICATIONS.
685 READ (5,3002) ELMIODIILMIDZ
666 C- BuTTOM ELEMENT OF THE SECUN BAY*
687 READ (5,3002Z) ELMIDIJELMI02
6b6 L
669 C
690 IF (ELMIOI ,NE* SHPENTA) GO TO 340
691 NI = NJi
692 N2 = NJl + NCIR + 1
693 N3 = NJ2
6914 DO 3b50 1lNCIRI
695 NEL = NEL + I
696 NJ = NI + I
697 N2 N2 + 1
698 N3 = N3 + I
699 N4 = NI + 1
700 N5 = NZ + 1
701 N6 = N3 +*
702 ICONF(NLLI) a NI
703 ICONF(NLL,2) a N3
704 ICONF(NEL,3) a N2
70S ICONF(NEL,4) a N4
706 ICONF(NEL,S) a N6
707 ICONF(NEL,6) a N5
706 350 CONTINUE
709 NJI a NS
710 NJ2 = N6
711 GO TO 370
712 390 CONTINUE
713 NI = NJI + NCIN + I
714 N3 a NJ2 + NCIR + 1
715 NS = NJ1
716 N7 = NJ2 + I
717 DO 360 I=1, NCIR
718 NEL = NEL + 1
719 NI = NI 1I
720 Nf2 * NI + 1
721 N3 = N3 + I
722 N = N3 - I
723 Ns = NS + 1
724 N6 = NS + 1
725 N7 = N7 + I
726 N8 = N7 - I
727 ICONF(NEL1) a NI
728 ICONF(NEL,2) a N2
729 ICONF(NEL,3) = N3
730 ICONFINLL,4) a N4
731 ICONF(NEL,S) a N5
732 ICO'NF(NLL6) a N6
733 ICONF(NEL,7) = N7
739 ICONF(NEL,8) a N8
735 360 CONTINUL
736 NJ 1 = NZ - NCIR
737 NJ2 = Nj - NCIR
738 370 CONTINUE
739 C- IN BETViLEN ELEMENTS IN THE SECONU BAY (EXCLUDING TOP + bOTTOM)
710 C
A2-36
741 NCOUNT = NELEMI(Z) -
7'2 NI a NJI + NCIR + I
743 N3 = NJ2 + NCIR + I
7'4 N5 = NJI
795 N7 a NJ2 + I
796 DO 380 I=IoNCoUNT
747 00 390 JP1,NCIR
7'48 NEL = NLL * 1
7'49 NI a NI + 1
750 N2 N + 1
751 N3 a N3 + 1
752 Nq 4 N3 - 1
753 NS = NS + I
756 N6 a N5 e 1
755 N7 a N7 1
756 N8 a N7 - I
757 ICONF(NELol) a N
758 ICONF(NELZ) a N2
759 ICONF(NELo3)' a N3
760 ICONF(NEL'4) a N
761 ICONF(NL,) a N5
762 ICONFINEL,6) = N6
763 ICONF(NEL,7) a N7
764 ICONF(NLL,8) a N8
765 390 CONTINUE
766 Na = NI - NCIRI * NCIR + I
767 N3 a N3 - NCIRI + NCIR
768 N5 a N5 - NCIRI + NCIR + 1
769 N7 a N7 - NCIR + NCIR
770 NJi a N2 - NCIN
771 NJ2 a N3 - NCIR - 1
772 382 CONTINUE
773 C
774 C- FOR THE LAST ELEMENT
775 NKOUNT a NPINTS(2)
776 IF (ELMIDL .EQ. SHPENTA) NKOUNT a NKOUNT - I
777 IF (NKOUNT ,GTo NPINTS (3)) NJ3 a NJI + NCIR 1
778 IF (NKOUNT .LT. NPINTS (3)) NJ3 a NJ2 + NCIR
779 IF (NKOUNT *EWO NPINTS (3)) GO TO Q00
780 C
781 N81 = NTPF +* + I
782 N83 a NTPF 4 NCR 1
763 N 1 NJ
78 N2 = NJZ
7b5 N3 = NJ3
786 0 1410 iIloNCIRI
787 NEL = NLL + L
788 Na Ni * I
789 N2 = N2 + 1
790 N3 a N3 1
791 NY = Ni + I
792 NS = N2 + 1
793 N6 a N3 + 1
79' ICONF(NEL,I) = NJ
795 ICONF(NEL,2) = N3
796 ICONF(NEL,3) a N2
797 ICONF(NEL,4) = Nq
A2-37
798 ICONF(NEL,5) a N6
799 ICONF(NEL,6) = N5
800 IF (NKOUNT .LT@ NPINTS (3)) GO TO 395
%801 NS1 a N3
802 NS2 = N2
803 NS3 = N5
8014 N5 'I N6
805 N81 = Nbi + 1
806 NB2 a NB1 I
807 N83 = Nb3 + *
808 NB4 = N83 1
809 GO To 397
810 395 CONTINUE
811 NS1 = NI
812 NS2 a N3
813 NS3 a N6
81' N54 = N4
815 NBI = Ni1 + 1
816 N82 = NbI - I
817 N83 = N'b3 + 1
818 N8 = Nu3 + I
819 397 CONTINUL
820 NELB = NELB + I
821 ICONB(NELBst = NBI
822 ICONB(NL2,Z) = N82
823 ICONB(NELB83) 0 N83
82 ICONBfNLL8,') = N89
825 NELS = NELS + 1
826 ICONS(NELSI) = NS1
827 ICONS(NELSo2) = NS2
826 ICONS(NELS93) = NS3
829 ICONS(NLLS') = NS4
830 410 CUNTINUL
831 IF (NKOUNT oGT, NPINTS (3)) NJZ a NJZ
832 IF (NKOUNT *LT# NPINTS (31) NJ2 = N43
833 GO TO '30
834 4CO CONTINUL
835 NJ3 = NJ2 + NCIR
836 NJ4 = NJI + NCIR+1
837 NI = 4J4
838 N =' NJ3
839 N5 = NJI
8'40
8'41 N8 a NJ2
842 00 '20 I1=oNCIRI
83 NEL = NLL + 1
8914 . N = NI + 1
845 N2 = NI + 1
846 N 4 N + 1
87 N3 = N4 + I
8 4 NS = NS + I
849 N6 = N5 + 1
850 N8 = N8 + I
851 N7 a N8 + 1
852 ICONF(NLL,1) = NI
853 ICONF(NLL,2) = n2
854 ICONF(NLL,3) a N3
A2-38
855 ,ICONF(NELp,) a N4
856 ICONF(NEL5) a N5
857 ICONF(NLLo6 = N6
858 ICONF(NLL,7) a N7
859 ICONF(NLL,8) = N6
860 NS! = N2
861 NS2 a NJ
862 NS3 a N4
863 NS4 a NJ
869 NELS = NELS + I
865 ICONS(NELSI) = NSI
866 ICONS(NLLS2) * N52
867 ICONS(NELSe3) = NS3
868 ICONS(NELS'4) = NS4
869 NELB = NELB + I
870 NB1 = Nba + 1
871 NB2 = NB! + 1
872 NB3 . NB3 + 1
873 NBS * NB3 + 1
874 ICONB(NELBI) = NB!
875 ICONb(NELBo2) a NB2
876 ICONB(NELBP3) * NB3
877 ICONB(NELBo9 ) NBq
878 420 CONTINUE
879 NJZ = NJ3
880 NJ3 = NJ'!
8b1 430 CONTINUL
882 C
883 C- ALL OTHER ELEMENTS FROM THIRD TO LAST bUT ONE BAY,
88 C
885 NBTI 8 NTPF + 1 + 1
886 NBT3 0 NTPF + NCIR * A
887 N51 a NBTI
888 N83 - N8T3
8869 NJI = NJ3 + NCIR + 1
890 NJ2 = NJ2 + NCIR
891 00 500 Il3j,NRBAYI
892 NaI = NI + NCIR
893 N83 = N83 + NCIH
89'f READ (5,3002) LLMIDIELMID2
895 C- FIRST (6OTTOM)ELEMENT OF EACH
896 IF (ELMIDI *NEo 5HPENTA) GO TO 510
897 NJJI = NJ)
898 NJJ2 = NJ2
899 NJJ3 =* J1 + NCIR
900 NI = NJJl
901 NZ a NJJZ
902 N3 m NJJ3
903 00 520 ulNCIRI 0 1GNA
90' NEL . NEL + 1 OGPI PAC
906 NI = NI + 1
906 N2 = N2 + I
907 N3 = N3 + 1
908 Nq = N * 1+
909 N5 a N2 + !
910 N6 3 N3 + !
911 ICONF(NEL,1) a NI
A2-39
912 ICONF(NEL,2) a N3
913 ICONF(NEL,3) = N2
914 ICONF(NL,9) z N=
915 ICONF(NEL5) a N6
916 ICONF(NEL#6) = N5
917 520 CONTINUE
918 NJC = NJJ3
919 NJC2 = NJJ2
920 GO TO 540
921 510 CONTINUE
922 NJJi = NJI
923 NJJ2 = NJ2
924 NJJ3 a NJ2 + NCIR
925 NJJ = NJI + NCIR
926 NJ a NJj
927 Nq = NJj3
928 NS = NJ1
929 Na = NJJZ
930 00 530 121NCIRI
931 NEL a NEL * I
932 N1 a NI + 1
933 N2 a N! + I
934 N N a + 1
935 N3 = N4 + 1
936 Na NS + 1
937 N6 a NS I1
938 N8 a N8 1
939 N7 a N8 + 1
940 ICONF(NEL,1) = NI
941 ICONF(NEL,2) = N2
942 ICONF(NL,3) a N3
943 ICONF(NLL,4) w N4
944 ICONF(NLL,5) = N5
945 ICONF(NEL,6) a N6
946 ICONF(NLL,7) a N7
947 ICONF(NLL,3) = N8
9148 530 CONTINUE
949 NiJCl = NJJ4
950 NJC2 Z NJJ 3
951 540 CONTINUE
952 C
953 IF ( NELEMI(jI) @LE# 21 GO TO 1050
95 C- IN BET4LEN ELEMENTS LLEmENTS OF EACH
955 NCOUNT = NLLEMI(II) - 2
956 00 550 L=,oNCOUNT
957 NJC3 = lIJC2 + NCIR
958 NJC4 = NJCI + NCIR
959 NJ = NJOC
960 N4 a NJC3
961 N5 a NJCI
962 Nr= NJC2
963 DU 560 J=lNCIRI
964 NEL = NEL + 1
965 NI a NI + 1
966 N2 a NI + 1
967 N4 a N4 + I
96b NJ = N4 + I
A2-40
969 N5 = N5 + 1
9 7 0 N6 = N5 + 1
971 N8 a N8 + 1
972 N7 a N6 + 1
973 ICONF(NLLl) a NI
971 ICONF(NEL,2) a N2
975 ICONF(NEL,3) a N3
976 ICONF(NtL) a N4
977 ICONF(NEL,5) a N5
978 ICONF(NLL,6) a N6
979 ICONF(NEL,7) a N7
980 ICONFINEL,8) . N8
981 560 CONTINUE
982 NJC = NJC4




987 IF ( NELEMI(II) oLT, 2) GO TO 580
988 C- FOR THE LAST ELEMENT IN EACH BAY.
989 C
990 NKOUNT = NPINTS(II)
991 IF (ELMIDI oEQe SHPENTA) NKOUNT a NKOUNT - |
992 IF (NKOUNT oGT. NPINTS (11+1))1 NJC3 a NJC1 + NCIR
993 IF (NKOUNT ,LT* NPINIS (11+1))1 NJC3 NJC2 + NCIR
994 IF (NKOUNT *EQe NPINTS (11+1)) GO TO 565
995 NI = NJCI
996 N2 = NJC2
997 N3 a NJC3
998 00 570 1=19NCIRI
999 NEL = NEL + 1
1000 NI = NI + 1
1001 N2 a N2 + 1
1002 N3 N3 + 1
10 3 Nq4 a NI + 1
1004 N5 a N2 + 1
1005 N6 = N3 + 1
1006 ICONF(NELl) a NJ
1007 ICONFINEL,2) a N3
1008 ICONF(NEL3) a N2
1009 ICONF(NLL,41 a NN
1010 ICONF(NELLS) = N6
1011o ICONF(NEL,6) a N5
1012 IF (NKOUNT ,LTo NPINTS (1t+1)) GO TO 555
1013 NSI = N3
1011 NS2 = N2
1015 NS53 = NS
1016 NS4 = N6
1017 GO TO 557
1018 555 CONTINUE
1019 NSI a NI
1020 NS2 = NJ
1021 NS3 = N6
1022 N5S = N4
1023 55'7 CONTINUE
1024 NELS = NELS + 1
1025 ICONS(NELSol) NS1
A2-41
1026 ICONS(NLL5,2) = NS2
1027 ICONS(NELS93) = NS3
1028 ICONS(NELS94) = NS4
1029 NELB * NELB + 1
1030 NB1 = Nbt 4 I
1031 NB2 = N81 1I
1032 NB3 * Nb3 + 1
1033 NB4 NB3 + I
1034 ICONB(NELBot) * NBI
1035 ICONB(NELBo2) = N82
1036 ICONBINLLB3) = NB3
1037 ICONB(NEL8,'4 ) N84
1038 570 CONTINUE
1039 IF (NKOUNT ,GT* NPINTS (I+i1)) NJCI = NJC3
1040 IF (NKOUNT *LT* NPINTS (11+1)) NJC2 = NJC3
1041 GO TO 580
1042 565 CONTINUE
1043 NJC3 = NJC2 + NCIR
1044 NJC4 = NJC1 + NCIR
1045 NI a NJC4
1046 N9 = NJC3
1047 NS m NJCI
1048 N8 a NJC2
1049 00 590 I1I,NCIR1
1050 NEL = NLL + 1
1051 Nl a NI + I
I052 N2 a NI + I
1053 N4 a N4 + 1
1054 N3 a N4 + 
105 N5 a N5 + 1
1056 N6 = NS + 1
1057 N8 a N8 + 1
1058 N7 a N8 + 1
1059 ICONF(NEL,1) = NI
1060 ICONF(NEL,Z) a NZ
1061 ICONF(NEL$3) = N3
1062 ICONF(NEL,4) = N4
1063 ICONF(NLLS) = N5
1064 ICONF(NEL,6) a N6
1065 ICONF(NELo7) a N7
1066 ICONFINEL,8) = NB
1067 NELS = NELS + I
1068 NSI a Ni
1069 N52 a N4
1070 NS3 = N4 + 1
1071 NS4 * Ni + I
1072 ICONSINELSlI) a NSL
1073 ICONSINELS2) * N52
1074 ICONS(NELS3) a NS3
1075 ICONS(NELS,4) = NS4
1076 NELB = NELB + 1
1077 N I1 = Ncl + I
1078 N82 = NbI -
1079 N83 a N83 + 1
1080 N84 N83 + 1
1081, ICONB(NLLBol) a NB1
1082 ICONb(NLLB2) =a N82
A2-42
1083 ICONB(NEL83) = N83
1084 ICONB(NELB,4)' N84
1086 590 CONTINUE
1086 NJCI I NJC4
1087 NJC2 = NJC3
1088 580 CUNTINUL
1069 N1I = N61 - NCIRI
1090 NB3 = N83 - NCIRI
1091 NJ1 = NJ1 * NCIRONPINTS (II)
1092 NJ2 = NJ2 + NCIReNPINTS (11+1)
1093 600 CONTINUE
1094 C- FOR THE LAST (ONE ELEJIENT) BAYo
1095 NJ3 = N42- NCIR
1096 N1 = NJI
1097 N2 a NJ2
1098 N3 a NJ3
1099 N1 N + N CIR
1100 Nb3 = No3 + NCR
1101 OU 610 !=1iNCIRI
1102 NEL = NLL + I
1103 NI = NI + 1
1101 N2 N2 + 1
1105 N3 a N3 + 1
1106 NY a NI + 1
1107 N5 a N2 + 1
1LIG N6 a N3 + 1
1109 ICONF(NLLI) a NI
1110 ICONF(NEL2) a N3
1111 ICONF(NEL,3) = N2
1112 ICONF(NEL,4) = N'
1113 ICONF(NEL,5) a N6
1114 ICONF(NEL,6) m N5
1115 NEL5 = NELS + I
1116 NS1 =N3
1117 N52 = N2
I11 NS3 = 1
1119 NS4 N6
112 ICONS(NLLSl) = NSI
1121 ICONS(NtLSs2) = NS2
1122 ICONS(NLLS3) = NS3
1123 ICONS(NLLS4) = NS4
1124 NELB = NEL + 1
1125 NB a Nb1 + 1
1126 NB2 = Nb6l 1
1127 N63 = Na3 + 1
1128 NB4 a N63 + 1
1129 ICONB(NELBit) - NBI
1130 ICONB(NLL82) = N82
1131 ICONB(NLL6b3) = NB3
1132 ICONbINELbs4) = NB
1133 610 CONTINUL
113 CALL WRITIM (ICONFNEL,8'HJFLOsl500)
135 C--------------------------------------------------------------------
1136 C
1137 L- ARITE FLUID PROPERTY ON TAPE (INTERIUH)
1138 "RITE (,UTEL,3001) AN6(2)
1139 *RITE (NUTEL,3002) AN4(7) AN6(9),AN6(4) AN6(11I , AN6(i)
A2-43
110 ARITE (iUTEL,3003) ANS(I),RHOFAN5(2)p8LKM
111 C- ARITE FLUID ELEMENTS ON TAPE
114Z 00 405 L=INEL
11 3 C05 WRITE (NUTEL,30061 L, (ICONF(LJioJ=Ib)
114# WRITE (NUTEL,3006) (INTG(J)e#J I1 2)
1145 C
11#6 C --------------------------------------------- ------
11S7 C
114d C- WRITE PROPERTY OF GRA1ITY ELEMENT ON TAPE
119 C
1150 CALL ORITIM (ICONSeNEC5,,sHJSUNeKS)
1151 *RITE (NUTEL,3 0 01) AN6(3)
1152 WRITE (NUTEL,3002) AN6(q),AN6(9) AN6(49,AN6(4)*AN6(q)
1153 oRITE (NUTEL,3003) AN (I),RHUF
1154 aRITE (NUTEL.3003) ANi(3)*GVAANb54),GVYAN(5)* GVZ
1155 C- WRITE GRAVITY ELEMENTS ON TAPE
1156 DO 710 LI = 1oNELS
1157 L a L I + NEL
1158 710 ORITE (NUTEL,30061 L, (ICONS(LIdJ)IJ=1,4)
1159 aRITE (NUTEL,30 06) (INTG(4),J=1I2Z
1160 C
1161 CCCCCCa----- -... .------- iaaa- 
e e e e e e e e e e
1162 C
1163 C- WRITE PROPERTY OF TRIANGULAR BLADDER ELEMENT (NCIRI) ON TAPE
I164 C
1165 CALL WRITIM (ICONB#NEBq~,IJBLUpKS)
1166 WRITE (NUTEL,3001) AN6(5)
1167 ARITE (NUTEL,3002) AN6(B),AN6(9)AN6(4),AN6(i9AN6(4I
1168 *RITE (NUTEL,3003) ANS(1),RMOBLDAN5(6)EiBLOANS(71,ANUbLD
1169 iRITE (NUTL,30 03) AN5(8)1TBLDtAN5(9)*TBLDAN50)hTWLDU
1170 C- WRITE BLADDER TRIANGULAR ELEMENI ON [APE
1171 UO 725 LI = 1 ,NCIRI
1172 L = LI + NEL + NEL$
1173 725 WRITE (NUTEL,3004) L, (ICONB (LIJ)JIl,3), TBLDTBLULsTL
117'l 6RITE (NiUTEL,3006) LINTG(J),J=I,z)
1176 IF (NELo ,EQ, NCIRI) GO TO 727
1176 C
1177 C- vRITE BLADDER WUAD. PROPERTY ON TAPE
1178 wRITE (IIUTEL,3001) AN6(6)
1179 4RITE (NUTEL,3002) AN6(8) AN6(9),AN6()*AN6(4),AN6I4)
1180 RITE (INUTEL,3003) AN(I ,RHOBLUANSI6),EbLODAN5(7),ANUbLU
1181 ARITE (NUTEL,3003) ANS(8),TBLDAN5(91,TBLDAN5(IO sTbLD
1182 C- IklTE BLADDER UADe ELEMENTS ON TAPE
1183 DO 728 LI = ;CIRNELb
1164 L = Ll + NEL + NELS
1 bb 726 WRITE (NUTEL,3005) L, (ICONb(Ll#J)sJ=q1,), TBLDTBLDTbLD
1186 RITE (NUTLL,3006) (INTbIJ),J=1,Z)
1187 727 CONTINUE
1188 WRITE (NUTEL,3.I1) AN6(1)
1189 C








INPUT TO STATIC FREE SURFACE PROGRAM
Card
Nos. Input Explanation
1 Run no., cols. 1-6; name, cols. 11-28 Three cards to satisfy
2 Title 1, cols. 1-78 subroutine "START"
3 Title 2, cols. 1-78
4 Order of the polynomial, acceleration due to
gravity (in/sec2), ullage pressure (psi), Format (15,3D17.8)
ratio of volume fill to total volume
5 'STOP', cols. 1-4 End of data
BI-2
S- EPSjU BINi- 2
- FEE S-t UrFACE F U, '-,l:i Y -iL .--- --------- - --- LU Pt.HC.ti\' FULL





INPUT FOR'DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Card
Nos. Input Explanation
1-31 Control cards (if needed)
32 Run no., cols. 1-6; name, cols. 11-28 S
33 Title 1, cols. 1-78 Three cards to satisfy subroutine
34 Title 2, cols. 1-78 "START"
35 Users comment cards Any no. of cards, the last card
must be zeros. Cols. 1-10.
Subroutine "COMENT"
36 'INITIL' or 'NOINIT', cols. 1-6 To initialize or not to initialize
the reserve tape
37 'GNXYZ', cols. 1-5 To call subroutine "GNXYZ3"
38 'XYZEUL', cols. 1-6 To call subroutine "XYZEU3"
39 Radius of the sphere, cols. 1-10 Format (F10.0)
40 2x mass density, 2 xbulk modulus, Format (5F10.0)
of the fluid and gravity components
in x, y, and z directions
41 2 xmass density, 2xYoung's modulus,. Format (4F10.0)
Poisson's ratio, and thickness of
the bladder
42 Number of circumferential points and Format (215)
number of radial bays in the
half space model
43 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of Subroutine "READ"
the matrix
44 The coefficients of the polynomial
45 assumed for the free surface
46 Zeros
47 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of
the matrix Subroutine "READ" O
48Subroutine OP A
49 bay radii QUQl41iI50 e
51 Zeros
B2-2
52 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of
the matrix
53 Number of points on each vertical Subroutine "READIM"
line
54 Zeros
58-70 X-coord. of the points on each
vertical line from inside-out Format (8F10.0)
71-81 Identification of the first and the
last element in each bay from bottom Format (2(A6,4X))
to top
82 'FINEL', cols. 1-5 Calls subroutine "FINEL"
83 'MODES', cols. 1-5 Calls subroutine "OYMODE"
84 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of Matrix of assumed mode shapes (if
the matrix Matrix of assumed mode shapes (if tri  any). Subroutine "READ"85 Zeros
86 Number of modes wanted Format (10X,I5)
87 Number of modes used Format (10X,I5)
88 Shift value for 0)2 (convergence will
be about this value) Format (10X,E17.0)
89 No. of maximum iteration allowed Format (O1X,I5)
90 'PUNCH' or 'NOPNCH', cols. 1-6 Option for punch output
91 'MECHEQ', cols. 1-6 Calls subroutine '%ECHEQ" to calcu-
late mechanical equivalent
92 Name, logical tape no., run no. To read x, y, z locations of the
points.. Subroutine "READ"
93 Last joint with only 3d.o.f., last Format (215)
d.o.f. number
94 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. in
the matrix ocation of the reference point.95 Zeros i Subroutine "READ"95 Zeros
96 Name, no. of rows, no..of cols. in The elements of the matrix indicate
the matrix which cols. of the rigid body
97 Column no. of rigid body matrix matrix are non-zeros.
(non-zero) Subroutine "READIM"
98 Zeros
99 Name, logical tape no., run no. Degrees of freedom matrix.'
Subroutine "READ"
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100 Name, logical tape no., run no. Euler angle matrix
Subroutine "READ"
101 Name, logical tape no., run no. Mass matrix
Subroutine "READ"
102 Name, logical tape no., run no. Modes matrix
Subroutine "READ"
103 'PLOT', cols. 1-4 Option to plot the mode shapes
(NO card, no plot)
104 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols; in Joint numbers which are to
the matrix be plotted
105 Node no. to be'plotted Subroutine "READIM"
106 Zeros
107 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of x, y, z location of the points
the matrix Subroutine "READ"
108 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of Euler angles of the points
the ma trix Subroutine "READ"
109 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of Frequencies of the system
the matrix Subroutine "READ"
110 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of Modes of the system
the matrix Subroutine "READ"
111 Name, no. of rows, no. of cols. of d.o.f. matrix of the system
the matrix Subroutine "READ"
112 'START', cols. 1-5 Preparatory to end
113 'STOP', cols. 1-4 End of data
114-118 Control cards
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10 =COPY, ; T.,TP $.
11 =FREF T.









21 =cASG,T 21.,F40//PS/0 O 'poo AG,"
22 =ASG,T 22.,F40/l/POS/10
23 =AS(;, T 23., F40/1 /PUS/ 10
24 =ASG, 24.,F40/1/POS/]0
2S =ASG,T 25.,F40/1/POS/10
26 =ASG ,T 26.,F40/1/PUS/10
27 =ASG(;,T 27.,F40/1/POS/10
2 =AS(;,T 30..F40/!/PUS/30
-3 =AS(;,T 31.,F40/1 /POIS/10
31 =EL1,ILF) OATA
32 RtIN140 PHILIPPUS
33 LATERAL SL(OSH rOR SPHERICAL TANK iWITH MERCURY ANi\I BLAUIDER INI IT.






40 0.0026 2000000.0 -386.0 0.0 0.0
41 0.00nn228 400.00 0.45 0.06
42 7 12
43 A1 1 5
44 1 1 8.426723 0.00 1.164276 -0.356903
45 1 5 ().024364
4' 000000000
47 R i. 12
48 1 1 1. 0 2.00 2.75 3.304 1 5 4.3) 5.40 6.20 6.9
'0 1 9 7.3 7.5 7.9 8.0
.5] noo000onoo
52 NP rS 1 13
53 1 1 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 5 5 4 2
J4 0000000000
5 NELE iMI 1 12
d 1 1 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 4 3 1
-7. oonoonoon
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900ZWW I 0X= r
IN a = 57f
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